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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a description of the phonology of Imyan 
Tehit, a West Papuan language of Irian Jaya, Indonesia, 
couched in the framework of templatic syllable theory 
espoused by Junko Ito. It is based on 18 months (1989-1991) 
of linguistic fieldwork, in which the author and his family 
lived among the Tehit of Haha village, learning their 
language and culture.
Imyan Tehit has a maximal syllable template [CCVVC], 
obligatory onsets except word-initially, and a rare liquid 
coda. Syllable onset, nucleus, and coda are shown to be 
equally autonomous sub-syllabic structures. If they are 
complex or branching, they attract syllable stress.
Word-final consonant clusters in Imyan Tehit call for a 
significant extension of extraprosodic licensing from one 
segment, the theoretical limit, to two, covering the entire 
domain of coda. Other consonant clusters, usually found 
root or word-initially, are broken up by non-phonemic schwa, 
argued to be the result of epenthesis during lexical 
syllabification rather than phonotactic excrescence.
Glides are shown to be the non-nuclear allophones of 
the ambiguous high vowels, unequivocally determined by the
viii
syllable structure conditions and universal principles. One 
of these is the principle of Maximality, which maximizes the 
domain of prosodic licensing at the expense of extraprosodic 
licensing.
Monomorphemic nasal-stop sequences are argued to be 
tautosyllabic prenasalized stops based on the principle of 
Locality, their unique distribution, and patterning as a 
single segment with respect to stress. Alveolar 
prenasalized stops are excluded word-initially because of 
possible interference in the semantic function of the word- 
initial nasal agreement morphemes. Similarly, the glides 
and bilabial nasal are excluded from root-final position 
because they are reserved for suffix morphology.
The multifaceted back stop is shown to consist of four 
allophones, although most youths reduce these to three. A 
number of optional phonological processes operating on 
consonants involve the presence of the high front vowel, 
including spirantization, affrication, and anticipatory [y]
epenthesis The vowe 1 allophones are dependent both on
syllable structure and segmental environment, and are
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In this thesis, I explore the syllable structure of 
Imyan Tehit, a Papuan language of Irian Jaya, Indonesia, 
applying the nonlinear templatic model of Junko Ito (1986). 
It is based on data collected during 18 months (1989-1991) 
of linguistic fieldwork among the Imyan Tehit people of Haha 
village under the auspices of a joint working agreement 
between the Summer Institute of Linguistics and the 
Department of Education and Culture of Indonesia.
Chapter 1 provides background information about Tehit 
and its speakers, available literature on the language, and 
the theoretical, framework assumed in the later analysis. 
Chapter 2 presents the phonemic inventory of Imyan Tehit and 
backs it up with phoneme contrasts in identical or similar 
environments.
In Chapter 3, I develop the appropriate maximal 
syllable template for Imyan Tehit and the conditions 
associated with it, based primarily on the analysis of word- 
medial consonant clusters. I show that Imyan Tehit has 
complex onsets, nuclei, and codas which attract syllable 
stress. Based on this, I argue that monomorphemic sequences 
of a nasal followed by a homorganic stop be interpreted as 
prenasalized stops. I also show that word-final consonant
1
2
clusters require non-standard two-segment extraprosodic 
licensing.
In Chapter 4, I show how the maximal syllable template 
and its conditions are used in the syllabification process.
I also prove that syllabification correctly distinguishes 
glides from their vowel phonemes. I arcue that the presence 
of schwa in the data is non-phonemic and a result of 
epenthesis during syllabification. In addition, I show that 
syllabic and non-syllabic alternations of nasal prefix 
morphemes require additional lexical rules.
In the final chapter, I give evidence for allophone 
distribution and their rules, a fair number of which are 
either optional or idiolectal. I show that the vowel 
allophones, especially, are dependent on syllable structure.
1.1. Language Classification
Tehit is one of several related Papuan (non- 
Austronesian) languages comprising the Toror Language Group 
of the western Bird's Head (Doberai) Peninsula of Irian 
Jaya, Indonesia. It is spoken by approximately 8,500 
people, the majority of whom live in the district of 
Teminabuan in the regency of Sorong. Tehit is classified as 
West Bird's Head Stock of the West Bird's Head Family of the 
West Papuan Phylum (Voorhoeve 1975, Wurm and Hattori 1981, 
Heikkinen and Silzer 1984).
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The West Papuan Phylum consists of languages of the 
central and western Bird's Head and various languages of the 
northern Moluccas. The languages of the Bird's Head, unlike 
the majority of Papuan languages, exhibit SVO word order and 
simple morphology, as opposed to SOV word order and complex 
verbal morphology. The West Bird's Head family, also known 
as the Toror Language Group, is comprised of Tehit and four 
other languages: Moi, Seget, Moraid, and Kalabra. Kalabra 
and Moraid join with Tehit to form the West Bird’s Head 
Stock.
Tehit is composed of eight major dialects: Jit, 
Mbolfle, Saifi, Imyan, Sfaryere, Fkar, Sawiat, and Salmeit 
(Flassy and Stokhof 1979). The language exhibits extensive 
geographic lexical chaining among its 30 villages, with 
variance in lexical non-cognates reaching some 40 percent 
between north and south or east and west boundary extremes 
(Hesse and Jung 1988). This phonology concentrates on the 
lexically and geographically central Imyan Tehit dialect 
spoken by approximately 2,000 people living in six villages 
in the subdistricts of Haha and Sawiat.
1.2. Tehit Culture
The boundaries of the Tehit language group coincide 
fairly well with and comprise the district of Temmabuan, an 
area roughly 60 kilometers square. Low mountain ranges of 
karst limestone with interspersed valleys dominate the
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northern half of the territory, whereas the southern half is 
intertidal rivers, mangrove swamp and flat land, bounded by 
the sea.
Most of the Tehit are slash-and-burn farmers, growing 
taro, sweet potatoes, corn, and various vegetables and 
greens in their gardens. In the lowlands they harvest sago 
as a major staple and cash crop, whereas in the highlands 
they grow tobacco, peanuts, and mung beans for trade with 
other villages or for sale at the market towns of Teminabuan 
and Sorong. On a limited basis they raise pigs and 
chickens, but their main source of protein comes from fish, 
birds, marsupials and wild boar.
Through Dutch government and missionary efforts in the 
early 1900s, the Tehit stopped clan rivalries, settled into 
villages and adopted Christianity and formal Western 
education, replacing animism and traditional male initiation 
and training. In 1963 Dutch New Guinea was annexed to 
Indonesia as its easternmost province, Irian Jaya, with a 
resultant change in government and a continuing high 
commitment to rural education. Although government, 
schools, and church now constitute the dominant socio­
political spheres, clan identity and social binding continue 
to be fostered by exchanges of kain timor, traditional cloth 
used as an integral part of a system of life-long 
installments on brideprice payment.
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The Tehit have probably had trade contact with the 
outside world for several centuries. As a result, most 
older children and especially adult men are fairly bilingual 
in Irianese Malay, a substandard dialect of Indonesian, as a 
lingua franca. Indonesian is the formal language of 
government, school, and church, while Irianese Malay is used 
in town for trade and informal dealings with non-Tehit 
speakers. In normal village life, however, only Tehit is 
used. Most Tehit speakers also have a good understanding of 
Tehit dialects other than their own, but speak solely in 
their own dialect.
The Indonesian government is highly committed to 
education, and almost all Tehit villages have a grade 
school. Education is conducted in the national language, 
and although the Tehit people highly value education for 
their children, most children drop out of grade school, A 
few pass the entrance exam to intermediate level education 
at Teminabuan. Of these, only a handful continue on to high 
school, and those who graduate from high school do not 
return to live in the village, but obtain government jobs in 
the towns.
1.3. Literature Review
Don Flassy, linguist and native speaker of Tehit Jit, 
has documented the phonology of his dialect in a structural 
description which includes several texts and a Tehit,-
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Indonesian dictionary (Flassy 1978, 1979a, 1979b, 1981).
More recently, he has documented Tehit Jit grammar (Flassy 
1991), the first descriptive grammar of a Toror language. 
Works on other Toror languages include a linguistic survey 
of the language group (Berry and Berry 1987) and descriptive 
phonologies and morphologies of Kalabra (Purba and Animung 
1983, 1984), Seget (Animung and Flassy 1987), and Moi 
(Ichwan and Fautngil 1983, 1984; Flassy 1983).
Recently a phonology of Mai Brat, a West Papuan Phylum 
language bordering Tehit on the east, but of the Central 
Bird's Head Family, was documented by William Brown (1991) 
using the nonlinear CV syllable theory of Clements and 
Keyser (1983) as applied to Papuan languages by Clifton 
(1987). The present thesis on Imyan Tehit, in addition to 
documenting the phonological processes operative in another 
Tehit dialect, expands linguistic knowledge through the 
application of nonlinear theory, specifically the templatic 
approach (Ito 1986), to the structure of the Tehit syllable.
1.4. Theoretical Background
This thesis presents an analysis of the segmental and 
syllabic structure of Imyan Tehit, and depends on much 
recent theoretical work on syllable structure, which is 
summarized here.
The syllable, as a structural unit, has a domain that 
is sensitive to variations in sonority - not the binary
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feature of generative phonology, but rather a range in the 
degree of sonority inherent in phonological segments 
(Bloomfield 1933:120-1; Bloch and Trager 1942:22). These 
segments can be ranked in a sonority hierarchy from highest 
to lowest as follows: vowels, glides, liquids, nasals, 
continuants, and stops (Selkirk 1982). The syllable 
consists of an optional onset (span of increasing sonority), 
followed by an obligatory nucleus (sonority peak), followed 
by an optional coda (span of decreasing sonority). In 
general, vocalic segments correspond to syllable nuclei, and 
consonantal segments constitute the onset or coda margins.
A four tier nonlinear representation of the syllable is 
given in (1). It consists of a segment tier dominated by a 
skeletal or timing tier, which in turn is dominated by the 
sub-syllable tier and the syllable node. The skeletal tier 
consists of consonantal (C) or vocalic (V) elements, which
are differentiated by the feature [syllabic]. The sub-
syllable tier is made up of three elements: onset (On) ,
nucleus (Nu), and coda (Co). Although most nonlinear 
representations of the syllable do not give equal weight to 
these sub-units, I will show that this is necessary for 
Imyan Tehit where any branching sub-syllable structure
attracts word stress.
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Four Tier Syllable Representation
Syllable tier: a
/! \





Segmental tier: !mp Ia lr 'mid-rib of sago leaf'
Complex sub-syllable structures, those containing more
than one constituent, are shown as branching nodes. A
syllable with a complex (i.e. branching) onset, complex
nucleus and complex coda is illustrated below:
(2) Branching Onset, Nucleus, and Coda
o
l i \
/  ! \On Nu Co
/: / \ !\
C C V V c  c
i I t I I iI I I I I lb r y e y s 'upside down'
Because of their high sonority, glides (symbolized
below by G on the skeletal tier) might be interpreted either
as part of a complex nucleus (3a) or as innermost margin
material (3b). I will argue that Tehit incorporates the
prevocalic glide into the nucleus.
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(3) (a) Branching Nucleus (b) Branching Onset
o o
/: /1On Nu On Nu
/ /: /: iC G V C G Vi i i  i i ii i i  i i is y o 1 who' s y o
The combining of syllable nucleus and margin into one 
unit is not uncommon. For many languages, the metrical 
analysis of stress indicates that the nucleus and coda 
operate together as a single unit, known as the rhyme. And 
for purposes of feature distribution, Goldsmith (1990:123-7) 
claims that many languages treat the onset-nucleus span as a 
single domain, restricting the duplication of distinctive 
features therein. For Imyan Tehit, however, the combining 
of syllable nucleus with margin as a prominent structure is 
unwarranted because it will be shown that any complex sub- 
syllabic unit (onset, nucleus or coda) can attract syllable 
stress.
It6 (1986) conceives of a language-specific skeletal 
template governing the process of syllabification, but 
subject to the principles of Prosodic Licensing, Locality 
and Directionality. These principles are the basic tenets 
of earlier prosodic theory outside the syllable.
The syllable template is a maximal sequence of skeletal 
tier units that constitute the full range of syllable 
patterns of a specific language, aside from the issue of 
extrasyllabicity. For example, a [CCVC] template indicates
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that the language exhibits complex onsets CC. A coda 
position is also indicated, ensuring that closed syllables 
exist. Unless constrained by other language-specific 
conditions, the non-nuclear skeletal units are optional, 
implying six possible syllable patterns: CCVC, CCV, CVC, CV, 
VC, and V. A condition requiring onsets, for example, would 
eliminate the possibility of V and VC syllables. I will 
show that just such a condition is operative in Imyan Tehit, 
except word-initially. Other language-specific conditions 
can be placed on onset, coda, or nucleus positions to 
further delineate which classes of segments and clusters are 
permitted.
Prosodic Licensing requires that all phonological 
segments be licensed by (belong to) some higher level of 
structure. It is this principle that triggers the 
syllabification process to begin, whereby the phonological 
segments are linked up with (mapped to) the skeletal tier 
according to the language-specific template and its 
associated conditions. Segments that cannot be licensed by 
the skeletal tier are subject to erasure.
In many languages, single segments on the edges of 
words do not conform to the same patterns exhibited by word- 
internal syllable structure. These consonants in word- 
initial or word-final position are given extra freedom and 
are licensed by another mechanism, the principle of 
Extra.prosodicity, which holds that edge segments of well-
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defined domains are special. Because they are licensed, 
these extrasyllabic segments are protected from erasure 
during the phonological derivation. I will argue that Imyan 
Tehit requires the domain of extraprosodic licensing to 
extend beyond a single segment and encompass the entire 
word-final coda.
The principle of Directionality requires that the 
syllable-mapping process proceed in a single direction 
(either left to right, or right to left), intrinsic to the 
specific language. Directionality disambiguates the mapping 
of consonant clusters. Left-to-right syllabification favors 
the incorporation of consonants into the coda, whereas 
right-to-left syllabification maximizes the onset. It can 
be shown, however, that Imyan Tehit does not need to appeal 
to this prosodic principle.
The principle of Locality requires that specifications 
on the syllable, its template and conditions, must be 
completely self-contained, that is, syllable-internal. 
Information from outside the syllable cannot be used to 
ascertain the well-formedness of the syllable. Ito argues 
that rule-building approaches to syllabification necessarily 
violate this principle, and are therefore inferior to a 
template-based approach. Much of the analysis of well- 
formed syllable conditions in Imyan Tehit is based on this 
principle.
CHAPTER TWO: PHONEMES AND CONTRASTS
This chapter contains the phonemic inventory of Imyan 
Tehit (section 2.1), which is followed by evidence for 
phonemic contrasts (section .2). Aliophonic variations are 
discussed in chapter 5.
2.1. Phonemic Inventor^
As shown in Table 1, the phonemic inventory of Imyan 
Tehit consonants consists of a voiced bilabial stop; voiced 
and voiceless alveolar and back stops; a voiceless 
prenasalized bilabial stop; voiced and voiceless 
prenasalized alveolar stops; a voiced prenasalized back 
stop; voiceless bilabial, alveolar and glottal fricatives; 
bilabial and alveolar nasals; a lateral and a flap.
It should be noted that there is asymmetry in voicing 
between bilabial and back stops. Among the oral stops, the 
voiced bilabial /b/ occurs frequently in the data, whereas 
its voiceless counterpart /p/ does not appear at all, except 
in Malay or Indonesian loan words (pasa 'rice', pitis 
'money', pendeta 'pastor', etc.). Among the back stop 
phonemes, the asymmetry is reversed. Here the voiceless /q/ 
is common, while the voiced phoneme /g/ is rare (most
12
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TABLE 1 - IMYAW TEHIT PHONEMES
CONSONANTS Bilabial Alveolar Velar Uvular Glottal
Oral Stops: b t d (g) q
Prenasalized Stops: mp nt nd ng





Mid: e o (w)
Low: a
phonetic [g] are derived from /q/ (see section 5.1.1)).1 
The prenasalized stop series is also asymmetrical with 
respect to voice, but just the opposite of that of the oral 
stop series. Here the bilabial stop is voiceless /mp/, 
whereas the back stop is voiced /ng/.2
■^Flassy (1981), analyzing a related dialect, Tehit Jit, 
posits a phonemic voiceless velar stop /k/ in addition to a voiceless uvular stop /q/.
2A prenasalized voiced bilabial stop /mb/ does occur in 
Tehit Jit, a related dialect (FI assy 1981), but not its 
voiceless counterpart /Inp/.
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Prenasalized stops are not common in Imyan Tehit, 
unlike other Tehit dialects.3 Their frequency in the data 
is only three percent that of oral stops.
As for the fricatives, one should note the lack of a 
phonemic back fricative. Such a sound does surface 
phonetically as an allophone of /q/ (see section 5.1.1).
There is no high back vowel phoneme in Imyan Tehit, 
although the phonetic realization of /o/ is often higher 
than [o] (see section 5.3.4). The glides [y] and [w] are 
analyzed as being derived from corresponding high vowels /i/ 
and /o/, as determined by the Imyan syllable template (see 
section 4.2). An explanation of the non-phonemic epenthetic 
vowel [a], commonly seen in the phonetic transcriptions of 
the data breaking up consonant clusters into syllables, is 
given in section 4.3.
2.2. Evidence For Contrast
This section provides evidence for contrasts between 
suspicious pairs of sounds in Imyan Tehit. The data are 
given both in phonemic and phonetic representation. 
Morpheme boundaries are indicated by hyphens. The phonemic
3Tehit Jit, a related dialect to Imyan Tehit, is 
analyzed as having voiced (but not voiceless) prenasalized 
stops in addition to voiced and voiceless oral stops (Flassy, 1981). Comparison of lexical cognates between the two dialects reveals that prenasalized voiced stops in Tehit Jit are much more frequent than those in Imyan Tehit, and 
for the most part correspond with oral voiced stops in 
Imyan.
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representation indicates word stress {written with acute 
accent over the vowel) only if it does not fall on the 
penultimate syllable of the root morpheme. In the phonetic 
transcription, word stress is always indicated on multi­
syllabic words.
For the consonant phoneme contrasts, the first pair of 
words from each set of suspicious pairs show contrast in 
word-initial position. The next pair show contrast in word- 
internal but root-initial position. Next come examples of 
morpheme-internal contrast, and then examples of word-final 
contrast, if possible. Note that voiced stops /b,d,g/, 
prenasalized stops, and /h/ do not occur word-finally, and 
therefore cannot be contrasted in this environment.
Labials
In this section, where /o/ occurs as a syllable onset
o r  coda, it is contrasted with other labials as a consonant
(4) mp : b /^pidi/ [rppidi] ’tinder'
/ b i / [bi] 'smoke *
/w p a s 6 / [rppas6] ' o u t r i g g e r  f l o a t '
/foas&q/ tbasciq) 'in t h e  f u t u r e '
/sal'pe/ [s&mpe] ' t y p e  of s a g o  p a l m ’
/ s a b e / t s & b e  3 ' t r e e  k a n g a r o o '
/ q m p a s / [q a m p & S  3 ' t y p e  of t r e e '
/ q b a r / [ q o b & r 3 ' t y p e  of b i r d '
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( 5 ) b : §
( 6 ) b : m
(7) b : o
(8) $ : m

















/sipar/ [ s .twaf ]


























'we (incl.} sleep' 



































'he knows 1 
'I pelt'
'I call’













/om/ [om] ' she'
/op/ [ow] 'he '
/qia-m/ [qalam] 'big water'
/qla-o/ [qalaw] ’small water'
Alveolars
(13 ) nt : t /qantaraq/ [qantaraq] ’pineapple’
/batara/ [batara] ’abroad’
/qi^ti/ [ginti] 1 sand *
/t-biti/ [tabiti] ’my ancestor'
(12) nd : d /endi/ [endi] ’outrigger crossbar'
/t-qedi/ [tasedi] 'my name'
/tlende/ [talende] 'type of fish'
/ hre.de/ [har6de] ’door'
/t-ondid/ [tondy6] 'I forget'
/odi6/ [ody6] 'wing (of bird)'
/o-qandiq/ [watsandlk] 'he open-mouth clicks
/o-qadisen/ [wasadisen] 'it's the last one'
(13) nt : nd /qir_ti/ [ginti] 'sand'
[dndi] 'outrigger crossbar’
/qantarag/ [qantdraq] 'pineapple'
/o-qandli [watsand^q j "lie shut-mouth clicks
19
(14) t : d
(15) t : s









































'my younger sister' 






'I skin (an animal)'
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(17) d : n
(18) t : 1













































/t o 1 i q / [tolik]
/ronit/ [ronit]
/m-tit/ [ m e t i t ]
/m-rit/ [merit]
/t-ate/ [tate]
/t-are/ [t d r e ]
/$— sot/ [$ e s 6 t ]
/§-sor/ [ $ e s o r ]
/daoon/ [dawon]








/m-ri/ [mar i ]
/t-ala/ [tdla]
/t-ara/ [t d f a ]
/ h e i a l / [heyal]
























(23) n : 1 /naq / [naq] 'wild breadfruit1
/laq/ [laq] ' two'
/t-noq/ [tsn6q] 1I know'
/t-loq/ [taloq] 'I pick up'
/m-tono/ [mstonoj 'it's calm'
/m-tolo/ [matolo] 'it's enough'
/'leoen/ [lewen] 'initiation grounds
/leoel/ [lewe1] 'cassowary tree'
(24) n : r /na/ [na] 'person'
/ra/ [fa] 'up there'
/i-noq/ [in6q] 'they know'
/i-roq/ [if6q] 'they’re many'
/m-rono/ [mar6noj 'her mother-in-law'
/m-rnr '■/ [mar <5? o] 'it quivers'
/t-ron/ [taf6n] 'I live long'
/t-ror/ [terof] 'I raise animals'
Back Consonants
(25) q : ng /aqo/ [&go] 'up there'
/a^go/ [^ngo] 'down there'
/ooqir/ [w6gtr] 'heron'
/o-o’igir/ [w6ngif] 'it grunts (pig)'
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Hoi race*/oqit/ [ogit]
/hongi/ [hoggi] 'type of fish'
/m-oqo/ [mogo] 'she burns the garden
/mon got/ [mongot] 'large prawn'
(26) q : g /t-aqo/ [taso] 'I drink'
/t-ago/ [tago] 'I burn'
/i-oqo/ [yoso] 'they drink'
/ogo/ [ogo] 'banana'
(27) q : h /qlit/ [qalit] 1 slope'
/hlit/ [halit] 'sago pudding'
/t-qoq/ [ taisoq] 'I shave'
/t-hoq/ [tah6q] 'I enter'
/w-aqa/ [wasa] 'he comes'
/w-aha/ [waha] 'he refuses'
Fricatives
(28) $ : s /fan/ [$an] 'trail'
/san/ [san] 'type of bamboo'
/o-$olo/ [wa$61o] 'he cuts'
/o-solo/ [wasolo] 'he asks for help'
/m-a£l/ [may$i] 'it's new'
/m-asi/ [maysi] 'it goes down-stream'
/ to#/ [ to$ ] ' crest'
/$os / [$os] 'skin boil'
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(29) s : h /saq/ [saq] 'knife'
/haq/ [haq] 'palm frond'
/o-sat/ [wasat] 'he cuts'
/o-hat/ [wehat] 'he's angry'
/asa/ [asa] 'sugar cane'
/t-aha/ [taha] 'I refuse'
Nasals
(30) m : n /mam/ [mam] 'we (excl. ) '
/man/ [man] Relativizer
/nan/ [nan] 'you (pi.)'
/na-m/ [nam] 'the woman'
/t-amaq/ [tdmaq] 'I wear on the neck'
/t-anaq/ [tanaq] 'my friend'
Vowels
Where possible, vowel phoneme contrasts are shown
word-initial, word-medial, and word-final positions,
stressed and unstressed pairs. Very few monomorphemic wo
begin with front vowels /i/ and /e/.
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/i$ot/ [i$ot] 'turtle'
/e§6/ [e$6] 'type of fish'
/m-iio/ [miyo] 'we (excl.) put away
/m-eio/4 [meyo] 'she puts away'
/o-liliq/ [walilik] ’he rolls it*
/o-leleq/ [waldleeq] 'he turns it over'
/m-esi/ [mesi] 'it's cooked'
/m-ese/ [mdse] 'we (excl. ) sleep'
/m:ri/ [mari] 'there'
/mre/ [mar d] ' one'
/i$ot/ [i$6t] 'turtle'
/a§d/ [a$d] 'or'
/m-lis/ [mails 3 'she's tall*
/m-las/ [malas] 'its leaf
/sioit/ [siwit 3 'afternoon'
/sioat/ [siwat3 'type of banana'
/ni/ [ni 3 'thing'
/n a/ [na3 'person'
/t-ali/ [tdli] 'I fold'
/t-ala/ [tala] 'I cut down'
4The verb root in contrast here is partially 
suppletive, indicating number. The singular root form is 
/eio/ whereas the plural root form is /ii6/.
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/ilit/ [ilit] 'type of sago'
/oli/ [Oil] 'again'
/i$6t/ [i$ot 3 'turtle'
/o$6/ [o$o] 'then'
/t-lis/ [tells] 'I'm tali’
/t-los/ [talos] 'I pick (harvest)'
/o-amin/ [wdmin] 'he spool-wraps'
/o-amon/ [wamon] 'his older brother'
/m-sli/ [rpsall 3 'it's dry'
/m-slo/ [mseld 3 'she pounds'
/ra-afi/ [ma$i] 'it's sour'
/m-a<lq/ [ma$o] 'her older sister'
/aoet/ [dwe 13 'cockatoo'
/eoer/ [ewer 3 'competition'
/n-ese/ [ndse 3 'you (pi.) sleep*
/n-ase/ [ndse 3 'you sleep'
/rn-and/ [mand] 'that one'
/m-enls/ [menls J 'she blows her nose
/sebe/ [sdbe 3 'war chief
/sabe/ [sabe] 'tree marsupial’
/oedId/ [wedla] 'bachelor'
/oadld/ [wadId] 1 man'
/sqe/ [ s*M<d ] 'type of bird'
/sqa/ [safcd] 'torch'
/m-are/ [mdfe] 'she raises (animal





























'type of fish' 
'end then'
’I throw1 
'I ask for help'
’we (incl.) sleep 





'type of rattan' 
'type of tree' 
'type of tree'
• trainee'







'I d n  n k *
'type of tree'
CHAPTER THREE: SYLLABLE STRUCTURE
In this chapter I apply the syllable template model to 
Imyan Tehit, deriving the appropriate maximal template and 
its associated well-formedness conditions. Data in this 
section are presented in quasi-phonemic form, since vowels 
which are not syllable peaks are represented as glides and 
prenasalized stops are represented as nasal-stop clusters. 
Where applicable, other departures from phonemic represen­
tations will be made explicit. Stress falls on the penulti­
mate syllable of the root morpheme unless otherwise 
indicated.
3.1. Template and Core Syllable
I will show that Imyan Tehit has a maximal syllable 
template [CCVVC], the support of which I develop throughout 
this chapter. Such a template allows for simple or complex 
onsets, simple or branched nuclei, and a simple coda, 
resulting in a rather large variety of possible syllable 
patterns. Even so, the predominant syllable type is the 
core syllable CV. It accounts for some two-thirds of all 





c  vl i i Ib i
(37) a
/I /!C V C VI I I I t i l lt a l i
a a
/ ! / ! / !C V C V C V
I I I I I I
I I I I I Is i r a r e
a a a
'smoke' ' sun' 'type of clam'
The parsing of the intervocalic consonants of 'tali' 
and 'sirare' is made unambiguous by the Universal Core 
Syllable Condition (UCSC) which states that any consonant- 
vowel sequence is tautosyllabic (Ito 1986), as formalized 
below:




The UCSC rules out the possibility of a single 
consonant forming the coda of one syllable followed by an 
onsetless syllable (*tal.i . *str.ar.e , etc.). Rather, it 
requires the consonant of a CV sequence to function as an 
onset.
The search for more < omplicated Imvan Tehit syllable 
structure, specifically the marginal structures of coda and 
onset, necessarily focuses on the analysis of word-medial 
consonant clusters. Almost, all word-medial consonant 
clusters in Imyan Tehit consist of two segments, one of 
which must be a sonorant:
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a) Liquid - Consonant
b) Kasai - Homorganic Stop
c) Voiced Stop - Liquid
d) Consonant - Glide
There are three possible analyses available for word- 
medial two-consonant clusters (VCCV). First, the cluster is 
heterosyllabic (VC.CV), the juncture of a syllable coda with 
a following syllable onset. Second, the cluster is 
tautosyllabic, and a complex onset (V.CCV). Third, the 
cluster is tautosyllabic but a complex coda (VCC.V). This 
third possibility, however, is categorically ruled out as a 
violation of the Universal Core Syllable Condition.
3.2. Codas
In sections 3.4 and 3.5 it will be seen that consonant- 
sonorant clusters in (39c) and (39d) qualify as complex 
onsets and complex nuclei, respectively. However, for ease 
of presentation and development I begin first with the 
analysis of the coda and its constraints by focusing on 
sonorant-conscnant clusters (39a) and (39b). Such clusters 
begin with liquids or nasals and are not very common. 
Consider the following words with liquids in cluster-initial
(39) Word-Medial Consonant Clusters
position:
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(40) Liquid - Consonant Clusters
marlit 'strainer'
t-ar$i 'I go upstream'
$ir$iri 'just now'
worse 'type of fish'







I will argue that the cluster is heterosyllabic, by 
arguing against the tautosyllabic alternative. Two lines of 
evidence indicate that the liquid-consonant clusters in (40) 
should not be interpreted as complex onsets. First, such an 
interpretation would be in violation of the Sonority 
Sequencing Generalization (Greenberg 1978:261-270; Bell and 
Saka 1983:259), which prefers decreasing sonority with 
increasing distance from the syllable's nucleus, just the 
opposite of much of the above data under a complex onset 
analysis. Sonority reversal alone, however, is insufficient 
evidence to discount the possibility of a complex onset.1
■̂ An extreme case in point is Quiegolani Zapotec, a 
Southern Zapotec language of Oaxaca, Mexico, which is 
analyzed as consisting of predominantly monosyllabic words
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Even weightier evidence against a complex onset 
interpretation comes from the fact that there are no word- 
initial consonant clusters beginning with a liquid. If a 
language exhibits word-medial complex onsets, one should 
also find them in word-initial position.
The second possibility, that the liquid-consonant 
clusters are complex codas, has already been ruled out by 
the Universal Core Syllable Condition (ltd 1986:5), which 
requires the final consonant of the word-medial cluster to 
be an onset of the following vowel. The only possible 
interpretation left is that these consonant clusters are 
heterosyllabic, as shown in (41):
(41) a a
/! \ /!C V C C VI I I I II I I I Ib o r n 6
a a
/ ! \ / ! C V C C V
I I I i II I I I If o l d !
'imperial pigeon' 'brush overgrowth'
The above analysis of word-medial consonant clusters 
reveals that Imyan Tehit has a single consonant slot in coda 
position. An initial attempt at specifying a coda condition 
might be to restrict membership to sonorants, as indicated 
below:
with a majority of consonant clusters exhibiting sonority 
reversal with respect to the syllable peak (Regnier 1993).
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Not all sonorants, however, are permitted in coda 
position, as I will now show. Consider word-medial 
consonant clusters of the second type. The first consonant 
is a nasal and the second a homorganic stop. Here the 














’type of sago palm'
'canoe flooring'
'type of palm'








The coda condition, as currently stated, allows for 
nasals in coda position, which implies a heterosyllabic 
interpretation for nasal-stop clusters (*qin.ti 'sand').»
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The problem with this interpretation lies in the restricted 
class of consonants permitted to follow a nasal. One would 
expect to find nasal codas followed by any consonant class 
(stop, continuant, or sonorant), as is the case with liquid 
codas in (40). If nasal-stop clusters are heterosyllabic, 
this restriction that the nasal be followed by a stop 
violates the principle of Locality, which states that the 
well formedness of syllables can only be derived from 
syllable internal information (It6 1986:7).
Turning to a tautosyllabic interpretation of nasal-stop 
clusters, there are two alternatives - coda or onset 
position. If viewed as a complex coda (*qint.i 'sand'), the 
cluster violates the Universal Core Syllable Condition. 
Thus the analysis is forced to the third and only remaining 
alternative, that the nasal-stop sequence is tautosyllabic 
and onset (qi.nti 'sand').2 Although this interpretation 
runs counter to the predictions of the Sonority Sequencing 
Generalization, it remains upheld because of the higher 
power of the Universal Core Syllable Condition and Locality 
principle in eliminating alternative interpretations.
Further analysis of nasal-stop sequences is deferred 
until section 3.6. Of significance here, however, is the
2In section 3.6, evidence from syllable stress is presented favoring the interpretation of nasal-homorganic 
stop sequences not as two-consonant clusters but as single 
segments, i.e. prenasalized stops. This in no way nullifies 
the above argument which relegates the entire sequence to 
the onset.
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realization that nasals are excluded from coda position, 
forcing the revision of the coda condition below to permit 
only liquids:'5
(44) Revised Coda Condition: Only liquids are permitted 
as codas.





3.3.1. Word-Final Single Consonants
Although word-medial codas are rare, more than half of 
Tehit words end either in single consonants or an extremely 
restricted two-consonant cluster. First I shall deal with 
single word-final consonants. In addition to liquids, which 
are permitted codas word-medially, the remainder of the 
sonorants and voiceless obstruents are found word-finally, 
as seen in (45). 3
3There yet exists an alternative hypothesis, that liquid-consonant sequences are not, in fact, word-medial 
clusters, but rather junctions of two-word compounds. If 
this is true, the Tehit syllable template does not allow a 
coda. The paucity of liquid-consonant sequences (only 
twelve exist in our data) and their one-sided stress pattern (consistently word-final) might be consistent with this 
alternative analysis. Whether the coda question is resolved 
or not, the fact remains that for the overwhelming majority 
(99 percent) of Tehit multisyllable words, only open 
syllables are found in word-medial position.
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Those consonants not found in word-final position are 
the voiced stops (/b,d,g/), the nasal-stop sequences which I 
later identify as prenasalized stops (mp ,nt,nd ,ng), and /h/, 
as illustrated in (46).
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(46) * tib, dib, sib, lib, wib, CVb
* ted, ded, sed, led, wed, CVd
* tag, dag, sag, lag, wag, CVg
* toh, doh, soh, loh, woh, CVh
* timp, dend, sant, 1oog, CVnC
These facts call for a special condition dealing with 
word-final consonants. If it is assumed that all sonorants 
and voiceless obstruents are underlyingly unspecified for 
voice, then only the voiced oral stops, the prenasalized 
stops (due to their voicing), and /h/ (due to its spread 
glottis feature) will have a laryngeal node during the 
lexical stage.4 This laryngeal dichotomy is exploited by 
the following negative condition:
(47) Word-Final Single Consonant Condition: Stops with 
voice and /h/ cannot occ r word-finally.
* C]wIILaryngeal
For monomorphemic and non-suffixed words, the set of 
restricted word-final consonants is extended to include the 
bilabial nasal /m/ and the glides [w,y] (from /o,i/). These 
phonemes are specifically reserved as consonantal word-final 
suffixes for a system of third person noun phrase
4 In the postlexical phonology a feature filling rule 
of the form [a son] --> [a voi] would apply.
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number/gender marking (see section 4.4.4). Only a single 
suffix slot is indicated in Tehit morphology. Thus, those 
consonants allowed root-finally are the voiceless obstruents 
(t,q,$,s) and the coronal consonantal sonorants (n,l,r).
Because of the general Coda Condition (44), obstruents, 
nasals, and glides cannot be prosodically licensed. 
Instead, these segments must, be extraprosodicaliy licensed 
in accordance with the Word-Final Single Consonant 
Condition. In this way, they are protected from stray 
erasure during any lexical derivation cycles:
(48) Word-Final C Extraprosodic Licensing
o o Ex o o Ex a Ex
/: /: : ! /! ! / 1 ' / 1 i
C V C V c1 1 1 1 i V c  v  c! ! 1 1 C V c 1 1 11 1 t 1 1t o 1 i q 1 t 1 1o m o s 1 1 1 h i-m
'three' 'vine' •owl’
Postlexically, extraprosodic licensing no longer
applies and the previously extraprosodicaliy licensed
segments are allowed to link up as word-final codas:
(49) a a o o O
/ ! / ! \ ! /: \ / i \C V c  V c  1 » * 1 » V c V Ct i l l c  V c  1 * »S t i f ft o 1 i q l i l to rn o s 1 1 1 h i m
'three' 'vine' ’owl’
3.3.2. Word-Final Consonant Clusters
Clusters of two consonants may also occur word-finally. 
These clusters consist of the glide [y] followed by /t,s,n/, 
and the vowel preceding them is always stressed, as 
illustrated in (50).







ta-.bays 'I cut off '










In consideration of the above data I posit the
following rule:
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(51) Word-Final Consonant Cluster Condition: A word-
final consonant cluster can only consist of the






The above data indicate that word-final consonant 
clusters must be extraprosodically licensed as a unit, as 
shown below:
(52) o a a Ex
/: /! /: i\C V C V C V C C! I ! I I I I II I I I I I I Iw e t o w d y t  
'it flashes'
a Ex
/ I ! \C V C C■ i i i i i t ig a y s
'tongs’
o a Ex
/ ! / i i \C V C V c cI I I I I I 
I I I f I It a q 6 y n
'typical'
Such multiple-segment licensing at word boundaries is a 
significant deviation from standard extraprosodic licensing, 
which assumes room for only a single segment. But it seems 
there are no alternative approaches. If one were to relax 
the general coda condition to permit glides as codas, this 
would leave the final consonant to be licensed by standard 
single-segment Extraprosodicity as follows:
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a o a Ex o Ex o o Ex
f \ /! /! \ i\ /: \ 11 / i / i / ! \ \\C V 1 1 - o - < - o - <
 
- o C1 c  v c1 i i c1 C V1 i - o - <
 
- o C\1 1 
w a
1 it o 1 I lw e y 1t 1 t 1g a y 1S 1 1 t a l 1 fq 6 y 1n
'it flashes* 'tongs' 'typical'
With such a relaxed coda condition, however, one would 
expect to find glides as codas in any position in the word 
(*ay.ta, *tay.sa, *rey.na, *qoy.to, etc.). But this is 
clearly not the case; they are only found in word-final 
syllables. For the same reason, the glide cannot be 
incorporated as a vowel into a revised syllable template 
[CCVVVC], implying a branched nucleus. If this were so, one 
would predict that non-word-final falling diphthong nuclei 
are possible, but there are none.
If it is assumed that only one segment of a word-final 
consonant clustei is allowed to be extraprosodically 
licensed, then the remaining consonant must either be 
deleted by stray erasure, or incorporated through stray 
epenthesis. Neither of these processes, however, are 
observed to be operating word-finally, and the complex 
glide-consonant coda remains. The Imyan Tehit data indicate 
that the domain of word-final extraprosodicity is not 
limited to a single segment, but includes the entire sub- 




Unlike the coda, no restrictions apply to simple 
onsets; any consonant is possible, as (54) illustrates.
(54) mpar 'sago stem'
qa.mpo ’canoe flooring'
bol 'house'




a. da 'domestic breadfruit tree'
ga 'taro roof
sa.ga 'third cloth payment'
$a.tar 'bridge'
a.£an 'grub'
sa. be 'tree kangaroo'








laq ' two '
ta. li ' sun ’
ra. da 'palm frond base'
ba.ret 'floor'
wa.mar 'hornbill bird'




Complex onsets are not uncommon in Imyan Tehit and are 
never found in unstressed syllables. They always consist of 
a voiced stop followed by a liquid, as seen in (55).









se.drar 'type of vine'
ba.dli 'imperial pigeon'
o . did 'nightjar (bird)'
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The voiced stop-liquid clusters in word-medial position 
shown above cannot be parsed as heterosyllabic (*tab.ra). 
Stops are never followed by obstruents or nasals. Under 
heterosyllabic parsing, any attempt to account for these 
facts would violate the principle of Locality. Neither can 
these clusters be parsed as complex codas word-medially 
(*tabr.a) because that would violate both the Universal Core 
Syllable Condition and the Sonority Sequencing 
Generalization. They unequivocally indicate a complex onset 
(ta.bra), which is subject to the following condition:
(56) Branching Onset Condition: A cluster of two conso­
nants may function as a syllable onset if the first 
consonant is a voiced stop and the second is a liquid.




3.4,3. Obligatory Onset Condition
An important condition on the Tehit syllable template, 
however, is the stipulation that onsets are obligatory 
except in word-initial position, a requirement that
eliminates the possibility of non-word-initial V and VC 
syllables. For a starting point, I posit obligatory onsets, 
minus the word-initial exception:
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(57) Initial Obligatory Onset Condition: A syllable cannot 
begin with a vowel.
* a [ V
The onset requirement is deduced from the Universal 
Core Syllable Condition (UCSC) coupled with the observation 
that no true vowel sequences (*ae, *ea, *aa, *ee) exist in 
Tehit words. The UCSC states that a CV sequence is 
universally tautosyllabic, and the absence of vowel 
sequences eliminates the possibility of a heterosyllabic 
junction of vowels (V.V).
The Obligatory Onset Condition, as currently stated, 
would rule out words beginning with vowels. Yet, vowel- 
initial words are not uncommon in Tehit, accounting for some 









'type of sago palm'i. lit
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The logical attempt at salvaging the Obligatory Onset 
Condition is to construct the rule with sufficient context 
to identify and only operate on non-word-initial syllable 
boundaries:
(59) Revised Obligatory Onset Condition: Non-word-initial 
syllables cannot begin with a vowel.
* ]o o [V
The apparent problem with this approach, however, is 
that the necessary context lies outside the syllable in 
question, and as such constitutes a breach of the Locality 
principle. Strict adherence to Locality requires that rules 
be blind to the existence of other syllables, and conse­
quently to syllable position within a word.
Instead of having to abandon the Obligatory Onset 
Condition with its powerful restriction on vowel sequences, 
the solution to the apparent dilemma hinges on the 
recognition that the above condition is more than just a 
syllable structure condition; it is also a word structure 
constraint. And as such it is operative in a unique domain, 
the subset of the prosodic domain which excludes the first 
syllable.5 The formulation of this rule necessarily ignores 
Locality at the syllable level.
5Ito (1986:157) hints at, but does not develop, a word- 
initial extraprosodic solution for Axininca Campa which also 
has obligatory onsets except word-initially: "Axininca
[only] permits onsetless syllables in word-initial position.
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There is no need tc posit word-initial extraprosodicity 
for Imyan Tehit. The prosodic licensing of words beginning 
with and without onsets is illustrated below in (60). Those 
without onsets are permitted because the Revised Obligatory 
Onset Condition excludes the word- initial syllable from its 
domain of operation.
a a o a o a Ex o  Ex
/ ! / ! / ! / ! \ /: /! 91 / ! ! \
C V C Vi i i i C V C V c:1 1 1 1 1 C V C V 1 1 1 1 c1 C V c 1 ( 1i i i it o w a 1 1 1 9 1§ a t a r 1 1 1 1 q o m i 1n 1 9 1d a y
'bee' 'bridge 1 'wind' 'not'
a a a a ct a Ex a Ex
1 / 1 1 / \ 1 / i \ !\ /! i 1 1 1 1V C V 1 1 1 V C V c19 11 V C C Vt i l l Ci V c1 1i i ia s a t i l lo $ i r 1 1 1 1 e r w & is 1 1 o m
sugar cane 1 * snail1 'animal' * she 1
3.5. Branching Nuclei
There are three types of consonant clusters that may 
precede a syllable peak: stop-liquid, consonant-glide, and 
nasal-stop. Stop-liquid clusters form complex onsets, as 
was seen in the previous section. Even more common, 
however, is the consonant-glide cluster, consisting of a
Some version of initial extraprosodicity might be invoked to 
account for this. We could assume that the domain in which all syllables must satisfy the syllable structure conditions starts from the head (i.e. the vowel) of the initial 
syllable. This requires word-medial syllables to have 
onsets."
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consonant followed bv the front glide [y], as illustrated in 
(61) below. There are no limitations on consonants which 





dyo 'type of hawk'
a.dyat 'squash'
qye.fen 'type of flower'
sa. qy<§n 'head hair'
$yen 'together'
ta-.qa.fyen 'I carry on shoulder'
sya.man 'type of fern'
a.mi.sya 'echidna (anteater)'




ta-. wy<§n 'I go get1
qa.mpyd 'fish fence'
Just like other word-medial two consonant clusters, Cy
clusters cannot be interpreted as complex codas because that 
would violate the Universal Core Syllable Condition and the 
Sonority Sequencing Generalization. In addition, the
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following are reasons for interpreting word-medial Cy 
clusters as tautosyllabic rather than heterosyllabic 
clusters:
1) Tehit has clear cases of words that begin with 
consonant-glide clusters, indicating that complex onsets or 
complex nuclei occur in the language (i.e. [by61e], [dyo], 
[gye$en], [syaman], etc. as seen above). Not all Cy 
combinations are found word-initially, but enough do exist 
to establish this pattern for word-medial clusters as well.
2) Any consonant except [y] may precede the glide. 
This pattern of non-restriction aligns closely with the 
freedom exhibited by simple onsets, whereas codas are shown 
to be considerably restricted, both word-medially and word- 
finally.
3) Recall that there are only four types of consonant 
clusters attested word-medially in Imyan Tehit (39). In 
some cases, the classes of consonants permitted to form a 
cluster are extremely limited. Voiceless obstruents, for 
example, can only be followed by the high front glide [y]. 
If Cy clusters are interpreted as heterosyllabic, then the 
restriction that voiceless obstruent codas be followed only 
by glide onsets violates the principle of Locality. Thus 
the only remaining alternative is a tautosyllabic analysis.
Having established that consonant-glide clusters are 
tautosyllabic and come before the peak, there yet remains 
the interesting question about the domain into which the
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glide falls. Should it be interpreted as the final 
constituent of a complex onset, as in (62a), or as the first 
constituent of a complex nucleus, as depicted in (62b)? Or 
does it really matter?
(62) Possible Analyses
a ) On Nu Co/ i \ i i / I \ ItC C C V cI I I I I I l I I Id 1 y e n
of Prevocalic Glide
b) On Nu Co/i / i i / i / i i
C C V V cI 1 I I I I I I I Id 1 y e n ironwood tree’
First, it was noted that Cy clusters only occur in 
stressed syllables. This was also true of complex onsets 
and word-final complex codas (y followed by /t,s,n/). 
Evidently, word stress is attracted to any syllable having a 
branching subsyllabic structure, whether onset, coda, or 
nucleus. If stress placement rules are sensitive to 
branching subsyllabic structures, then there is no advantage 
in incorporating the glide under a branching onset, as 
opposed to a branching nucleus. The same scansion mechanism 
must also identify a branching coda, so the placement of the 
branching sub-syllabic structure does not seem relevant.
Second, it is not the presence of a prevocalic glide 
alone that attracts stress, but rather a true branching 
structure. In the examples below, the single glide is 
obviously not responsible for syllable stress, as the stress 
alternations indicate:
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(63) a .yen 'bait'
u.yi 'type of clam'
ba.yaq 'type of rattan'
to-.bi.yan 'I slit skm (bloodletting)'
t-a.yaq 'I turn off (path)'
t-e.yaq 'I fish by torch'
qe. ye 'type of rattan'
qa.ya 'last'
wa. ye 'mango'
wi. ya 'palm cockatoo'
qo.yin 'crab'
#o.yon 'a fungal skin disease'
In these cases the glide is functioning as a simple onset, 
outside the nucleus, as required by the Obligatory Onset 
Condition. Only in word-initial position, where onsets are 
not obligatory, is the word-initial glide consistently 
followed by a stressed vowel, as seen in (64). There are no 
three syllable words, however, with initial syllables of yV.
(64) Word-Initial Onset Glide Always Indicates Stress
ya.har ' ten'
ye. do 'type of sago palm'
yi.lit 'type of sago palm'
yi.hen 'type of tree'
yo.woq ’leech'
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The consistent word-initial syllable stress for
monomorphemic words beginning with glide [y] seem to
indicate that these word-initial syllables do not have
onsets, but rather consist entirely of a branching nucleus. 
If this observation bears out with additional data, then the 
branching nucleus interpretation is favored. On the other 
hand, if the branching nucleus analysis is abandoned, the 
glide is considered a simple onset, and the consistent 
stress pattern is unexplained.
Third, branching onsets can also be followed by glide 
[y], as seen m  (65). This would be expected if the glide 
belongs to a branching nucleus. There can be no 
restrictions placed on onset-nucleus combinations because 












Finally, there is no advantage, but rather distinct 
disadvantage, in trying to always incorporate a prevocalic 
glide into the onset. Doing so would only complicate the 
structural descriptions of permissible complex onsets, 
forcing disjunction in the formalism of the complex onset
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condition. The simpler route is to allow prevocalic glides 
not constrained to onset position to come under the domain 
of the nucleus.
Thus, the maximal syllable template I have chosen for 
Imyan Tehit, [CCVVC], follows the branching nucleus 
interpretation of prevocalic glides (62b) rather than a 
branching onset interpretation which would require a three 
consonant onset and single vowel position [CCCVC]. It also 
requires an additional specification on the first vowel 
slot, limiting it to /i/ and restricting it from being the 
head of the nucleus:
(66) Branching Nucleus Condition: The first vowel of a
two-vowel sequence must be /i/ and cannot function as 
the nucleus head.




As would be expected, branching nuclei of this type 
(rising diphthong) can follow any onset, i.e. there are no 
limitations. The syllabification of several words having 
complex material before the nucleus head is illustrated 
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1 jungle 1 'vine bean' ' it's upside do
3.6. Nasal-Stop Sequences
Having established that branching subsyllabic struc­
tures (onset, nucleus, or coda) attract syllable stress, I 
am now in a position to evaluate the status of nasal-stop 
sequences. Do they constitute single segments, or are they 
two-segment sequences? If they are two segment sequences, 
then the condition on branching onsets would need 
modification to cover their inclusion.
Although an onset nasal-stop sequence violates the 
Sonority Sequence Generalization, it was seen in section 3.2 
that the Locality principle and the Universal Core Syllable 
Condition uphold the tautosyllabic onset interpretation of 
nasal-stop sequences. This position is further strengthened 
by their occurrence in word-initial position, as illustrated 
in (68).
(68) Word-Initial Nasal-Stop Sequences 
mpar 'sago palm stem'
'type of tree’mpa.we
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mpa.se 'canoe outrigger float'
mpe.res 'canoe anchor stick'
mpe.rit 'crowned pigeon'
mpe.yas 'type of pandanus plant'
mpi.di 1 tinder’












Note that for all cases other than [mp], the nasal-stop 
sequence is actually bimorphemic, a junction of a verbal 
root with its subject agreement prefix. One would also 
expect to find monomorphemic words, the biggest class of 
which is alienable nouns, beginning with [mb], [nt], and
[nd], just as it does for the [mp]~initial words above, but 
this is not the case.̂
60ne reason for this discrepancy might lie with the 
fact that it is essential that the two agreement prefixes
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Two lines of evidence point to a single segment 
analysis of [mp] . First, if /mp/ were two segments, then 
the phonemic status of both /m/ and /p/ should be able to be 
substantiated independently. There is no evidence, however, 
for /p/ as an independent phoneme. [p] is never observed in 
Imyan Tehit words without a preceding [m] , indicating that 
the sequence is linked together as a single segment, a 
prenasalized stop. Second, if [mp] were in fact two 
segments, then one would expect all syllables with /mp/ 
onsets to be stressed, according to the previous findings 
for complex onsets. But this is not the case; many are 
unstressed as shown in (69).
(69) qa.mpo
q o .m p o .y6 
s a .mpe 





In the same manner, a significant number of other 
nasal-stop sequences, whose stop phonemes are independently
/m-/ 'third person singular feminine' and /n-/ 'second 
person' not assimilate to the point of articulation of a 
root-initial stop. If this were the case, important semantic information would be lost. The non-assimilating 
nature of nasal agreement prefix is evidenced by /n-ba/ 'you 
hit' versus /m-ba/ 'she hits'. Perhaps the absence of 
monomorphemic nasal stop sequences other than [mp] can be 
attributed to a tendency in Tehit to ease the identification 
of verbs and keep the tracking of concord to distinct 
phonetic signals. Under this hypothesis, [mp] is allowed as 
a surface word-initial sequence only because there is no 
voiceless bilabial stop phoneme /p/ that could cause 
confusion as a verbal root.
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established, also fail to attract the syllable stress 
expected of a branching onset, as shown in (70).
( 70 ) ta.ie.nde 'type of fish'





w-o.ngir 'it grunts (pig)'
mo.ngot 'large prawn'
If monomorphemic nasal-stop sequences in Imyan Tehit 
are analyzed as prenasalized stops, however, then one would 
not expect stress to be attracted to syllables containing
nthem. The above data indicate a single segment interpreta­
tion, which is illustrated in (71).
7Prenasalized stops are not uncommon in Papuan 
languages. As to the existence of prenasalized voiceless 
stops, William Foley, a noted authority on Papuan languages, 
in his comparative study of six Lower Sepik languages posits 
a Proto Lower Sepik reconstruction having voiced and 
voiceless prenasalized stops (Foley, 1986:214-229). Four 
other language families he deals with (Marind, Marind Family; latmul, Ndu Family; Nasioi, South Bougainville Family; and Fore, Gorokan Family) exhibit monomorphemic 
homorganic nasal and voiceless stop sequences in word 
initial positions, some in contrast with nasal and voiced 
stop sequences.
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o G a a a a a a o Ex
/! /: /! / ! / ! /: / ! / ! /! 11c VJ i C Vt 1 c Vi i C V 1 1 C VI 1 C V 1 1 C Vi ( C Vi ( - o - < cif ls a 1 1 mp e i iq i
i 1n t i 1 1 t e 1 1 1 e 1 1 nd e t i°g a l 1r e 1$
[sdmpe] [ginti] [talende] [iagare$3
'type of sago' 'sand' 'type of fish' ’arrow'
3.7. Summary
I have developed the maximal syllable template for 
Imyan Tehit and its associated well-formedness conditions 
(summarized below in (72)) based on the characteristics of 
word-medial consonant clusters and the application of 
prosodic theory and universal principles. I have shown that 
the syllable template supports both branching onset and 
nucleus, and that branching structures attract stress. 
Based on this, I interpret nasal-stop sequences in Imyan 
Tehit to be single segment prenasalized stops rather than a 
cluster of two consonants. Particularly significant to 
nonlinear theory, I have shown that word-final consonant 
clusters in Imyan Tehit indicate that the domain of 
extraprosodic licensing must extended beyond the theoretical 
limit of a single segment to include an entire branching
coda.
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(72) Imyan Tehit Syllable Analysis:
a) CV Template: [C C V V C]
b) Obligatory Onset Condition: * ]o o[V
(Onset obligatory except word-initially) 
Branching Onset Condition: IF a[C Ct I---------- 1______ I__THEN [-son] [+son] 
[+voi] [+cns] 
[-nas]
(Permitted Cluster: voiced stop - liquid)




(Permitted Cluster: /i/ V — > [y] V)
d) Coda Condition: IF C]oI







Word-Final Simple Coda: * C]wIILaryngeal
(Disallowed Segment: voiced stop; /h/)
Word-Final Complex Coda: IF C C]wI »
“then [y] {t,s ,nT
CHAPTER FOUR: LEXICAL SYLLABIFICATION
Having established the Imyan Tehit syllable template 
along with its conditions on onset, nucleus, and coda, I now 
apply these facts to the syllabification process, which is 
briefly explained below.
4.1. The Syllabification Process
The universal phonological process begins with the 
lexical stage, the construction of words from their 
component morphemes. Throughout this stage, the lexical 
inputs are continually subject to the syllabification 
process, which constructs the nonlinear syllable structures 
according to the language-specific syllable template and 
associated well-formedness conditions. The principle of 
Structure Preservation monitors, and if necessary, modifies 
(by initiating desyllabification and resyllabification), the 
output of any lexical rules during the lexical derivational 
cycles. At the end of each lexical cycle, material which 
remains unsyllabified (non-prosodically licensed) and is not 
extraprosodically licensed, is subject to the operations of 
stray epenthesis, if permitted by the language, followed by 
stray erasure.
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The syllabification process invokes the Universal 
Association mechanism that links vocalic segments with V 
slots on the skeletal tier and consonantal segments with C 
elements. Following Ito’s templatic approach, the syllable 
template proceeds along the unsyllabified phonemic string in 
a single direction, identifying (with the help of existing 
syllable conditions) and mapping valid syllable structures 
as it goes along. I show syllabification in sequential 
steps in (73) and then discuss the process. For the sake of 
clarity, I leave out the subsyllabic tier, which results 
automatically from the template.
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(73) Left to Right Syllabification
a) a m a q q a r m a t b a r i n i
[CCVVC] [CCVVC] [CCVVC]
b) o a o51 / ! \ /!V
1




c) 0 o a o o 0
! /! /! \ /! /: /!
V c  V
I i i




C V c  V
t i l l» » ia m a q 1 I iq a i ■ im a t t i l lb a r i n i
[CCVVC] [CCVVC] [CCV
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o  a E x o a E x o a a
1 /  '  i  /  i
i
$ /  !  \ /  !
s
/  ! / ; /  !  \
V  C  V
i  i  i
c
l
c  v  c











C  V  V
J  1 s
i  i  *
a  m  a
1
q
1 1 1 
q  a  r
1 !  







1 1  t
n  i  a
' s t o n e
*
' v e r y ' '  t a b o o s i g n '
Initial syllabification for /amaq/ 'stone' in (7 3a) 
begins with only one link, the vowel /a/, to the syllable 
template, because the nasal /m/ fails the coda requirement. 
Here, the obligatory onset condition is not applicable 
because the syllable is word-initial. As the template 
progresses to the right, in step (b), the nasal links up as 
onset, a position open to any single consonant, but the back 
stop /q/ fails as coda. In step vc), t •’e template has 
progressed far enough to link up /q/ as an onset, but is 
prevented from doing so because there are no more vowels 
remaining to allow prosodic licensing. (The nuclear slot of 
a syllable is universally obligatory.) However, the back 
stop meets the requirements for word-final extraprosodic 
licensing, as evidenced in the final step, and the initial 
syllabification is complete.
In the syllabification of /qarmat/ 'very', the liquid 
/ r/ passes the coda condition and is syllabified. The 
situation is different, however, for /barinia/ 'taboo sign'. 
Although /r/ meets the coda requirement in step (a), it is 
prevented from syllabifying as coda by the presence of the 
following vowel / i / and the Obligatory Onset Condition. 
Recall also, that the Universal Core Syllable Condition
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requires CV sequences to be tautosyllabic. So the Ixi 
syllabifies as onset of the middle syllable. In step (c) 
the double vowel sequence meets the branching nucleus 
condition of an initial 111, and syllabifies as a single 
syllable (nya), instead of two (ni.a ), which would have been 
disallowed by the Obligatory Onset Condition.
4.2. Templatic Identification Of Glides
A particularly significant and powerful aspect of the 
Imyan Tehit syllable template and its associated conditions 
is its capability of distinguishing glides [y] and [w] from 
their underlying "ambiguous" vowel phonemes /i/ and /o/ {as 
opposed to "true" vowels /e/ and /a/}. Deligiorgis (1990) 
defines true vowels as those that always form syllable 
nuclei and maintain that position throughout a lexical 
derivation. Non-true or ambiguous vowels on the other hand 
are those whose syllable position is subject to universal 
and/or language-specific considerations of syllable 
structure.
In Imyan Tehit, the potentially dual status of /if and 
/o! as vowel or glide is disambiguated by linking with the 
template skeletal tier units V or C,  respectively. Linking 
to V slots as vowels is the norm. If necessary, however, 
the high vowels will link to the non-syllabxc-peak C slots 
in order to yield a valid syllabification for the entire 
lexical input string. The syllable well-formedness
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conditions and other universal principles guide the process, 
steering syllabification away from invalid or poorly 
fabricated structures.
Glide disambiguation in Imyan Tehit appeals to the 
Sonority Sequencing Generalization, a principle I have 
already applied in consonant cluster analysis, as well as 
the principle of Maximality. As I show below, the SSG is 
used to avoid tautosyllabic geminate glide clusters. 
Tautosyllabic geminates violate the SSG because they imply a 
sonority hiatus as opposed to a constant increase in 
sonority towards the syllable's nuclear peak. The principle 
of Maximality prefers prosodic licensing to extraprosodic 
licensing. It is simply stated as follows:
(74) Maximality: Maximize the prosodic licensing domain.
Given two possible syllable structures, Maximality chooses 
the structure with the least amount of extraprosodic 
licensing.
For every example of glide disambiguation that follows, 
the correct analysis is given in (a). Invalid alternative 
syllabifications are listed to the side along with the 
reason for their failure. Underlining denotes the segment 
or segments in violation:
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/ !C Vi i i t ia o e it
b) *a.oet
c) *do.et
Obligatory Onset Violation 
Complex Nucleus Violation




c  v  c  ci i i i i i i ib a i n b) *ba.inc) *bdin Obligatory Onset Violation Complex Nucleus Violation
a) bayn [bayn] 'clump of bananas
(77)
a a
/! /!C V C V
! !/ ! b) *16.oa Obligatory Onset Violation
1 o a c) *16o.a Complex Nucleus Violation
a) lo.wa [luwa] 'snake'
(78)
/! \C V V1 1 i 1 1 1 b) *si.6 Obligatory Onset Violations i o c) *siw Maximality Violation
syo [syo] 'who; which 1
(79)
a a
t / iV C V
o 
/: C V b) *wo. ci. de Obligatory Onset Violation1 / ' i / i 1 1 ! i c) *oo.d.de Complex Nucleus Violationo a d e d) *wwd.de Complex Onset Violation
a) o,wa.de [owade] 'morning'
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(80)
a o1 / 1 1 / 1 b) *6.ooV C V c ) *oo. o
\ i / d) *owwo e) *wow
o .wo [owo] ’cuckoo
(81)
Obligatory Onset Violation 
Complex Nucleus Violation 








Obligatory Onset Violation 
Coda Violation 
Maximality Violation
a) ti.wit [tiwit] ’peninsula1
(82)
o a








Obligatory Onset Violation 
Obligatory Onset Violation 
Obligatory Onset Violation 
Sonority Sequence Violation 
Coda Violation
a) wi.yar [wiydr] ’crocodile’
(83)
o o Ex
/! /1 i i 1 b) *y6ooq Complex Nucleus ViolationC V C V c c) *yoo•oq Complex Nucleus Violation1! \! / 11 d) *yo.owq Obligatory Onset Violationi o q e ) * i.6 .woq Obligatory Onset Violation
yo . woq [yowoq] ’leech’
o a b) *o.yy6 Sonority Sequence Violation
/: /ii c) *oy.yo Coda ViolationC V c V d) *o.yiw Maximality Violation11 ! / ii e) *wyi.6 Obligatory Onset Violationo i 6 f ) *wiy.6 Coda Violation
wi . y6 [wiyo] ’lorikeet (bird)’
In general, if an ambiguous segment follows a vowel 
already linked to a nuclear V slot, then it must link up to
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a C slot as a glide. If, instead, it mapped onto a nuclear 
V slot as a vowel, it would either,
1) create a disallowed complex nucleus, if 
tautosyllabic with the preceding vowel, as seen in (75-77c, 
79-80c, and 83b-c), or
2) if heterosyllabic, create an onsetless syllable, in 
violation of the obligatory onset condition, as evident in 
(75~81b, 82b-d, 83d-e, and 84e).
The one exception to the above generalization is the 
complex nucleus. If the ambiguous vowel phoneme is preceded 
by the vowel / i/, then it can be linked as a vowel to the 
same syllable nucleus to form the peak of a branching 
nucleus, as seen in (78a). If in so doing, however, other 
conditions are violated, the structure will not stand, as 
seen in (82c ) .
An interesting case arises when the high front vowel 
/i/ links up as an onset [y], followed by a valid branching 
nucleus [y]V (see 82e and 84b), thus creating a geminate 
glide structure [yyV]. Tautosyllabic geminates, however, 
violate the Sonority Sequencing Generalization, which 
requires that adjacent segments on the segmental tier 
exhibit change in sonority, increasing in the direction of 
the syllable peak. Thus an alternate syllabification is
indicated.
In some cases, two structures are possible, but the 
principle of Maximality selects the one which maximizes the
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prosodic licensing domain, avoiding the structure exhibiting 
the most extraprosodic licensing, as seen in (78c, 80e, 81d, 
and 84d). Example (81) is instructive because it shows that 
the correct syllabification prefers a single extraprosodic- 
ally licensed segment over two segments outside the prosodic 
domain.
The remaining invalid attempts at syllabification were 
excluded on the basis of violating onset (79d) and coda 
(80d, 81c, 82f, and 84c&f) conditions.
In general, the correct syllabification of the above 
examples (by default the only structure not to violate any 
syllable and universal conditions) resulted in a pattern of 
alternating C and V slots dominating the contiguous span of 
previously ambiguous segments.
4.3. The Status of Schwa 
4.3.1. Schwa Epenthesis
Many words in Imyan Tehit contain one or two short 
syllables which have the mid lax vowel schwa [e] filling the 
nucleus slot. Usually, these syllables are located at the 
beginning of the word. The schwa nucleus is interpreted as 
being non-phonemic, i.e. a degenerate epenthetic vowel. It 
does not share the full characteristics of the true phonemic 
vowels /i,e,a ,o/. First, it is audibly shorter in length 
than either stressed or unstressed phonemic vowels. Second, 
it is never stressed, always being found in an unstressed
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syllable. Third, its distribution is restricted to pretonic 
position, i.e. it is only able to occur in syllables 
preceding the stressed syllable. Because non-compound words 
in Tehit carry only one stressed syllable, this means that 
schwa is never found in a word-final syllable or in 
monosyllabic words.
Words containing these degenerate syllables are 
interpreted as having underlying consonant clusters. The 
following examples illustrate one and two degenerate 
syllables in word-initial position (85a-b), and also in 
word-medial position (85c) :
(85) Epenthetic Schwa Word- Initial and Word- M e d i a l
a) /tbio/ [t a b i o ]^ 'fire starter'
/tho/ ttahd] 'fish net*
/qsa/ [qasd] 'm a n u f a c t u r e d '
/qla/ [qald] 'w a t e r '
/$qeit/ [ $ a s d y t ] 'freshwater crab'
/sraq/ [sardq] 'type of marriage cloth
/hlit/ [h a l l t ] 'sago pudding'
/mdis/ [ m a d i s ] 'pandanus plant species
/mno/ [mano] 'pandanus plant species
/qrmoq/ [qarm6qJ 'm o s s '
•̂ -See section 5.3.2. 
assimilation.
for a discussion of glide
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b) /qmnien/ [qamanyCn] 'type of fish'
/qnoai/ [qanawdy] 'sea gull'
/qtqe/ [qatase] 'gecko lizard'
/qtle/ [qatal6] 'jambu fruit'
/smdit/ [samadit] 'scrub wren'
/qnoato/ [qanawato] 'cliff overhang'
c) /a$lili/ [a$alili] 'type of long bean'
/satqa$a/ [satasdfa] 'type of bat'
/satmdr/ [satam6r] 'quiet'
/oaqri6/ [watsar y6] 'ground dove'
/qotr6q/ [qotardq] 'kingfisher'
/taqddq/ [tasaddq] 'warbler (bird)'
/maml«§/ [mama16] 'master'
The consonant. clusters in the above examples do not
the requirements for complex syllable onsets in (a,b)
codas in (c). Furthermore, because of the absence
phonemic vowels, they cannot syllabify unless a nucleus slot 
is supplied through an epenthetic operation. Initial 
syllabification of the above yields partially syllabified 
words, with stray (unsyllabifiable) consonants marked as C ! 
below:
O o Ex CT o Ex
/: /1 ' / i ) /i /iiC'C V 1 1 1 C'C'C V Ci i t i i C V C'C V Ci i i i i i1 1 1 q 1 a i i i i is m d i t i i i t i iq o t r o q
water' 'scrub wren' 'kingfisher'
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If stray epenthesis were not operative in Imyan Tehit, 
the process of stray erasure, which is claimed to be 
operative in every language at the end of each lexical 
cycle, would yield *la 'water', *dit 'scrub wren' and *qoroq 
'kingfisher' for the aoove examples. But stray epenthesis 
is parameterized as "on" or functional for Tehit, according 
to the following epenthesis directive:
(87) Map stray consonants to the syllable template.
Stray epenthesis is ordered directly before stray 
erasure in the lexical cycle and in essence bleeds any 
visible effects of the universal stray erasure mechanism 
with respect to stray consonants. The process is
illustrated below:
(88) The Stray Epenthesis Process
a o Ex o a Ex
/ ! /! 11 /!  /! 11
C C  V
f 1 1 C ' C C  Vi i i i c1 c1 V C ’ C V1 1 1 1 C1 1 ) q 1 a •
i i i is m d i 1t 1q
t i l lo t r o !q
L c c v v c ] [ CCVVC] [ CCVVC]
o a o o Ex o a o Ex
/ :  /! /!  / : I /! / !  /! ii
V C V 
1 1
c  v  c ’ c  v
i I I I
Ci c  V* i C V C V 1 1 ( Ct1 1 1 a 1 I I Is m d i it i iq o 1 1 1 t r o iq
[ C C V V C ]
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c ) o a a o a Ex a a o hEx
/! /!C V C V /I / I /l IC V C V C V c: : i i /1 /1 /i iC V C V C V c
/I /I /I I !  I  I !
q l a s m d 1 t q o t r o q
water' 'scrub wren' 'kingf isher'
In step (88a) above, the syllable template docks next 
to the unsyllabifled consonant. There is no ambiguity as to 
whether the stray consonant must link up as onset or coda, 
due to the coda condition restricting all but liquids. The 
nuclear slot of the syllable is guaranteed because it is 
universally obligatory. Hence, the specifications for a 
minimal syllable are met, as seen in step (88b). Default 
rules later fill in the epenthetic vowel quality as schwa in 
the postlexical stage. The epenthesis operation necessarily 
creates two syllables for /smdit/ 'scrub wren' because of 
the three consonant cluster /smd/, none of which can 
function as coda.
Ito (1986:10) claims that the nonlinear principle of 
directionality plays an explanatory role in syllable mapping 
theory, making it possible to correctly parse ambiguous 
intervocalic consonant clusters and correctly predict the 
insertion sites for complex systems of epenthesis. Left-to- 
right template mapping maximally incorporates segments into 
the coda, whereas right-to-left mapping maximizes the onset.
It is not necessary, however, for all languages to be 
parameterized for directionality. Imyan Tehit is such a
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case. Because its syllable template and associated well- 
formedness conditions are sufficiently complex, a unique 
syllabification results, regardless of the direction of 
template application. Thus, for Imyan Tehit, directionality 
offers no useful role in the syllable structure and does not 
need to be referred to in the grammar. Although the above 
derivations of initial syllabification and epenthesis depict 
the mapping process as proceeding from left to right, the 
same results would have been obtained by proceeding in the 
opposite direction.
4.3.2. Excrescent Vowel Hypothesis
An alternative interpretation for Tehit schwa is that 
it is an excrescent non-phonemic vowel, as opposed to 
epenthetic non-phonemic vowel. This interpretation would 
follow Hyman (1990) in assuming that not all languages have 
exhaustive syllabification. Bagemihi (1991), for example, 
holds this position for Bella Coola, a Salish language from 
coastal British Columbia. Segments which could not 
syllabify would simply be left as stray and Tehit would 
become another exception to ltd's claim that stray erasure 
is universal. Phonetically, the insertion of the excrescent 
vowel would be triggered, not by stray consonants, but 
rather by the need to mediate a transition between two 
adjacent articulations having constriction m  the oral
tract.
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Levin (1987) posits two other characteristics of 
excrescent vowels: 1) they tend toward schwa, but can vary 
with the environment, their quality not necessarily 
corresponding to any of the underlying vowel qualities in 
the language; and 2) they are not referred to by any 
phonological rules. Although various instances of schwa in 
Tehit can be shown to vary in quality toward that of a 
following phonemic vowel (see section 5.3.5), the crucial 
evidence against an excrescent vowel interpretation comes 
from the phonological rule of back stop spirantization in 
intervocalic position, given in section (5.1.1). Here, the 
schwa satisfies the vocalic environment condition just as 
well as any phonemic vowel (compare /qtqe/ [qatesd] 'gecko 
lizard' and /qaqois/ [qasdys] 'tear duct').
4.3.3. Vowel Reduction Hypothesis
Yet a third possible interpretation of Tehit schwa is 
that it is a reduced form of an unstressed phonemic vowel, 
most probably the low central vowel fa/, which is closest 
phonetically to [a]. The problem with such a position, 
however, is that unstressed /a/ shares similar environments 
with schwa, and there is no straightforward way of 
predicting why some words would exhibit recmced vowels 
whereas others would be left unaffected, as exhibited by the 
following contrasts:
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{89} Contrasts between Schwa and Unstressed /a/ 
[qesa] 'manufactured'

















A second argument against phonemic unstressed vowel 
reduction comes from the distribution of surrounding 
consonants. In Imyan Tehit, unstressed vowels can be
surrounded front and back by the same consonant phoneme , if
voiceless obstruent or liquid (tvt, qVq, fVf , sVs, rVr ,
1VI) . The schwa, however, never appears in such an
identical consonant sandwich. If schwa is derived from
unstressed phonemic vowels, this break in the pattern is 
completely unexplained. If however, schwa is epenthetic, 
this distributional pattern directly falls out as a direct 
result of the Obligatory Contour Principle, which requires 
adjacent segments on the segmental tier to be unique.
A third argument against reduced unstressed vowels 
comes from native speaker orthographic reaction to the 
language. Almost invariably, Tehit speakers attempting to
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write Tehit words will not write any vowel for the non- 
phonemic schwa, but will rather write the underlying 
consonant clusters. This is significant when considering 
that many of these speakers are also somewhat literate in 
Indonesian, which often uses the written vowel /e/ for 
schwa. Yet despite this known orthographic device, they 
still prefer to avoid a vocalic representation of schwa in 
their own language.
4.4. Morphophonemic Processes
Having established the epenthetic nature of schwa in 
Tehit monomorphemic words, I now turn to the morphophonemic 
process in Tehit of agreement marking. A wide variety of 
word classes in Tehit are marked for agreement with a 
nominal referent by an agreement prefix morpheme. These 
include verbs, statives, adjectives, inalienable nouns, 
prepositions, and conjunctions. The agreement prefixes 
derive from a single set which distinguishes person, number, 
and gender, as seen below:
(90) Tehit Agreement Morphemes
t- Is (first person singular)
n- 2 (second person)
o~ 3sm (third person singular masculine)
m- 3s f (third person singular feminine)
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m- Ipx (first person plural exclusive)
<*>- Ipi (first person plural inclusive)
i- 3p (third person plural)
Note that gender is distinguished only in third person 
singular; first person plural differentiates between 
inclusive and exclusive forms; second person is ambiguous 
for number; and third person singular feminine is ambiguous 
with first person plural exclusive. The two nasal agreement 
morphemes necessarily contrast bilabial and alveolar 
articulation.
As would be expected, all agreement morphemes that 
attach to vowel-initial roots, syllabify as onsets:
t-ono [tbnoJ 'my father'
n-ono [nono] 'your father'
o-ono [w6no] 'his father'
m-ono [mono] 'her/our(excl.) father’
$-ono [$6no] 'our(incl.) father'
i-ono [yono] 'their father'
4.4.1. Obstruent Prefixes
Also as expected, the obstruent prefixes (/t-/ and 
/$-/) syllabify as onsets of degenerate syllables when 
prefixed onto consonant-initial roots, as seen m  (92).
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t-ba [taba] 'I hit'
§-ba no data 1 we(incl. ) hit'
t-to [tato 3 'I say'
f - to [$ato] 'we(incl.) say'
t-di [tad!3 'I fall'
§-di [§adi3 'we(incl.) fall'
t-qesi [tasesi 3 'my aunt'
$-qesi [$asdsi] 'our(incl. ) aunt'
t-$lan [ta$aldn3 'I stab'
§-§lan no data 'we(incl.) stab'
t-sese [tsese] 'I run'
f-sese [fasese] 'we(incl.) run’
t-hot [tahdt3 'I see'
§-hot [§ah6t] 'we(incl.) see'
t-mlan [tamalan] 'I'm light weight'
§-mlan [<*>amalan] 'we're light weight
t-noq [tan6q3 1I know'
$-noq [$an6q] 'we(incl. ) know'
t-leli [taldli 3 'I sit'
$ -1 e i i [*al61i] ' W6 ( lllCi . ) Sit
t-rana [tardna3 'I tell'
f-rana [fardna] 'we(incl.) tell'
t-oare [tawdfe] 'I wash’
$-oare tfaware] 'we(incl.) wash'
t-iit [taylt] 'I sharpen'
$-iit [fayit3 'we(incl.) sharpen'
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The one exception to the above pattern is /t-/ prefixed 
onto a root-initial /s/. The It/ is incorporated into the 
initial syllable of the root, and the /ts/ cluster forms a 
complex onset, as seen in /t-sese/ [tsese] 'I run'. Such 
clusters are only known to occur word-initially, as a result 
of the agreement morphology. This necessitates a secondary 
onset condition that applies after the initial lexical 
cycle:
(93) An alveolar voiceless stop - fricative cluster /ts/ 
spanning a morpheme boundary is tautosyllabic:
IF C - CI I
\ !THEN a
4.4.2. Vowel Prefixes
The vowel prefixes (/o~/ '3sm' and /i—/ '3p') syllabify 
either as glide onsets or vowel nuclei, depending on the 
class of consonant-initial roots onto which they prefix. 
For the most part, /o-/ syllabifies as an onset glide [w], 
creating a degenerate syllable, as shown below:
o-bot [wabdt] 'he' s good'
o-to [watd] ' he said'
o-dihdr [wodihcif ] ' he looks for'
o-qaq [wasdq] ' he died'
o~<j>lan [ws§eldn] 1 he stabs'
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o-salo [v/esalo ] !he speaks’
o-hot [wahot] 'he sees'
o-molo [wamolo] 'he dives (fishing)'
o-noq [wanbq] 'he knows'
o-loq [waloq] 'he picks up'
o-ri [wari] 'it's yellow'
o-oet [wawet] 'he is small'
o-ian [wiyan] 'he rubs’
Remember that onsetless syllables are allowed word-
initially in :Imyan Tehit. Because the agreement morpheme in
the data does not surface as a word-initial vowel, I
conclude that underlyingly it is prelinked to a C slot in
the lexicon:
(95) C11o 1 3sm1
Occasionally, however, the data include examples '
syij -iled as a syllable nucleus, as given below:
(96) o-bu [oba] 'he hits'
o-f ot [o$6t] 'it's done'
o-rnian [omian] 'it's dark'
o-oaq [owdq] 'he names'
o-soro [os6fo] 'its current'
o-lood [oluwd] 'he's amiable'
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I propose that these roots form a separate class which 
require an essentially suppletive aliomorph, a nuclear /o/.
Schwa epenthesis therefore does not apply.
Even greater variability is exhibited by the third
person plural agreement morpheme /i—/. Consider the
following:
(97) i-ba [ysba] 'they hit'
i-bot [ibot] 'they're good'
i-teit [yateyt] 'their legs'
i-to [ito] 'they said'
i-dahan [yaddhan] 'they're dirty'
i-driq [idrlk] 'they enter'
i-qaq [yasdq] 'they died'
i-§lan [ya$aldn] 'they  ̂tab’
i-$ la [i$alaJ 'they possess (spirit)'
i-sain [yasayn] 'they wrap in leaves'
i-sret [isaret ] 'they're wet'
i~hot [yahot] 'they see'
i-mhes [yimahes] 'they're smooth'
i-ne tyand] 'they carve'
i-noq [in6q] 'they know'
i-laq r yaldq] 'they assemble'
i -1 e 1 i [ileli] 'they sit'
i-rana [yardna] 'they tell'
i-roq [ef6q] 'they are many'
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i-oas [yewas] ' they are delicious'
i-oere [lwere J ' they turn aside'
i-iit [iyit] ' they sharpen'
Again, the majority of verbal roots take non-nuclear
degenerate syllable agreement. I will assume, then, that 
the plural agreement morpheme is prelinked to a C slot in 
the lexicon as aepicted in (98).
J8 ) CI
i ' 3p'
Those roots requiring nuclear agreement of /i-/, then, 
are relegated to a special class, specifically marked in the 
lexicon, which take a suppletive vocalic allomorph.
4.4.3. Nasal Prefixes
The nasal prefixes function as syllable nuclei if the 
following root begins with a consonant having the same point 
of articulation, as illustrated in (99). Otherwise, schwa 
epenthesis generally occurs.
(99) Syllabic Nasal - Homorganic Consonant Agreement 
m-bait [mbdyt] *[mabdyt] 'she plays'
n-bait *[nbayt] [nabdyt] 'you play'
m-mro [mmafd] *[mamaf6] 'she longs for'
n-mro *[nmaf6] [nemard] 'you long for'
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m-oare [ tpware] * [nisware ] 1 she washes'
n-oare *[pware] t naware] ' you wash'
m-tono *[mtono] [matono] ' it is still'
n-tono [ptono] *[natonc] 'be still!'
m-dehe * [rpdehe] [madehe] ' we fence it off'
n-dehe [pdeheJ *[nadehe] ' you fence it off
m-noq * [rpnoq] [manoq] ' she knows'
n-noq [pnoq] *[nanoq] 1 you know'
m-laq *Cmlaq] [malaq] ' she puts it down
n-laq [pldq] *[nalaq] ' you put it down'
in-rana * [rprana] [marana] ' she tells'
n-rana [ndrana] *[nardna] ' you tell'
m-qa§e * ] [matsd$e ] ' she carries'
n-qa§e *[UBafe] [nasdfe] ' you carry'
m-hot * [ rphot ] [mahot] ' she sees'
n-hot * [i;«h6t ] tnahdt] ' you see'
m-ian * [rpy&n] [miydn] ' she rubs'
n-ian *[pyan] [niydn] 1 you rub'
To handle the above cases of nasal agreement, I p
the following rule which applies before schwa epenthesis in 
the lexical cycle. The existence of the morpheme boundary 
ensures that it is not operative in the initial lexical
cycle:
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(100) Syllabic Nasal - Homorganic Consonant Agreement: A 
nasal agreement morpheme followed by a homorganic 
root-initial consonant is syllabic:
[+nas]I
TF c  ^  c
_______ I_____ PlaceI
THEN V
Roots beginning with fricatives are a special case, as 
the data in (101) illustrate:
(101) m-$olo [rp$61o] *[ma$olo 3 ' she chops'
n-$olo [pfdlo] [na§olo3 ' you chop'
m-$rio y6 ] *[mafaryd 3 'it ]blows'
n-$rio [p$aryd] *[na$aryd3 ' yon blow'
m-smit [rpsamit ] *[masamit 3 'she looks at'
n-smit [psamit] *[nasamit 3 ' you look at'
m-sat [rpsat ] [masat 3 'she cuts '
n-sat [psdt 3 *[nasdt3 ' you cut'
I f the agreement morpheme and root-initial fricative
differ in point of articulation, the nasal can optionally 
syllabify as a nucleus. If, however, the root-initial 
fricative is followed by another consonant, rather than a 
phonemic vowel, schwa epenthesis separates the root-initial 
cluster in the first lexical cycle, and in the second cycle, 
the nasal agreement morpheme must syllabify as nuclear peak,
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as seen in /n-frio/ [ti$aryo] *[nafary6] 'you blow', and 
/m-smit/ [ipsamit] *[mesamit] 'she looks at'.
To handle the above cases of nasal agreement with 
fricative roots, I posit two additional rules which apply 
after (100) but before schwa epenthesis in the lexical 
cycle.
(102) Optional Syllabic Nasal - Non-homorganic Fricative 
Agreement: A nasal agreement morpheme followed by a
non-homorganic root-initial fricative, may optionally 
be syllabic.





(103) Syllabic Nasal - Non-homorganic Fricative Cluster
Agreement: A nasal agreement morpheme followed by a
root-initial degenerate syllable (V linked to 0) with 









The Imyan Tehit noun phrase can be marked for number 
and gender with a simple suffix, using the same third person 
morphemes which are used by the prefix agreement set:
(104) Tehit Suffix Morphemes
-m 3sf (third person singular feminine)
—o 3sm (third person singular masculine)
-i 3p (third person plural)
In brief, third person gender/number marking only 
occurs on vowel-final roots. If the last word of a noun 
phrase ends in a vowel, that word may include the suffix 
denoting the gender and number of the head noun. Also, if a 
transitive verb ends in a vowel and the object noun phrase 
does not follow, the verb may include the suffix, denoting 
the number and gender of the displaced, missing or under­
stood object. Both cases are illustrated below:
(105) na-m [nam] 'person (fem.)'
na-o [ naw] 'person (masc.)'
na-i [nay] 'people'
na qo-m [na qom] 'this person (fern.
biele-o [byelew] ’garden (masc.)'
m-bahe-m tmbdhem] 'she orders her/it
m-bahe-o Lmbbhew] 'she orders him'
m-bahe-i [mbdhey] 'she orders them'
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f-ba-m [§abam] ' we (inci. ) hit her/it'
$-ba-c [§abaw] ' we {incl. ) hit him/it’
§-ba-i [$ebay] ' we (incl.) hit them'
t-slo-m [tselomj 11 pound it (fern.)'
t-slo-o [tselow] ' I pound it (masc. ) 1
t-slo-i [tsaldy] ' I pound them'
Because gender/number marking only occurs on vowel- 
final roots, the ambiguous vowel suffixes /-o/ ’3sm' and 
/ — i/ '3p' always syllabify as word-final codas, not as 
syllable nuclei.
4.5. Summary
I have shown how the syllabification process creates 
well-formed syllables from the lexical inputs using the 
Imyan Tehit maximal syllable template and its associated 
conditions. Because of its unique structural conditions, 
Imyan Tehit does not need to appeal to the principle of 
directionality to guide the process.
Syllabification was also shown to correctly distinguish 
the glide allophones [y,w] from their underlying vowel 
phonemes /i,o/. Potentially ambiguous syllabification is 
disambiguated by application of the principle of Maximality 
which fav rs prosodic over extraprosodic licensing.
Schwa is seen to be non-phonemic arid is argued to be 
the result of epenthesis m  the lexical cycle, salvaging
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stray, unsyllabifred consonants from erasure. An alterna­
tive non-phonemic interpretation of schwa as phonotactic 
excrescence is ruled out because schwa contributes to the 
environment of a postlexical rule.
Additional lexical rules preceding schwa epenthesis 
were found to be necessary to distinguish syllabic and non- 
syllabic manifestations of nasal prefix morphemes. Vowel 
prefix morphemes take a suppletive syllabic form for certain 
classes of inflected roots. Finally, suffix morphemes never 
function as syllable nuclei because they are restricted to 
vowel-final roots.
CHAPTER FIVE: ALLOPHONIC RULES
In this final chapter, the allophonic rules of Imyan 
Tehit are presented. Consonant allophones are discussed in 
section 5.1, focusing first on the back stop, followed by 
optional processes involving consonants (section 5.2). 
Vowel allophones are discussed in section 5.3.
5.1. Consonant Allophones
5.1.1. Back Stop
The back stop /q/ has four allophones - voiceless 
uvular stop [q] , voiced uvular fricative [s], voiced velar 
stop [g] , and voiceless velar stop [k] . Many youths, 
however, reduce the two uvular allophones to glottal stop 
[?]. The distribution of the back stop allophones depends 
on position in the word and the adjacent vowel.
Allophones Tk] and [g]
A back stop adjacent to a high front vowel / i / is 
fronted to velar position and is voiced everywhere except in 
word-final postion (i.e., voiced [g] as onset, voiceless [k] 
as coda). The data in (106) below shows /q/ voiced in
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'type of sago palm'
'I bathe'
(107) shows /q/ as voiceless
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Allophone rb 1
The fricative allophone [s] (voiced uvular fricative) 
occurs in all remaining intervocalic positions (i.e. those 
not adjacent to /i/), as seen in (108) below. In many 
cases, the intervocalic environment is the result of schwa 
epenthesis during lexical syllabification.
(108) /n-aqa/ [naba] 'come!'
/i-oqo/ [yoso] 'they drink'
/t-qaqa/ [tababa] 'I put it in (container;
/t-qni/ [tabani] 'I swim'
/i-qoqo/ [ysb6bo] 'they're sick'
/o-iaqa/ [wiydba] 'he's wicked'
/o-qoliooo/ [wabolyowo] 'he's tired'
/$qe/ [fand] 'type of clam'
/$qeit/ tfabeyt] 'freshwater crab'
/ sqe/ [sabe] 'honeyeater (bird)'
/sqemit/ [sabdmit] 'imperial pigeon'
/6aqe/ [wase] 'when'
/m-qedi/ [mabedi] 'it's middle'
/t-qe$in/ [ tabe$in] 'I carry on my back*
/qaqois/ [qabdys] 'tear duct'
/qtqe/ [qatabe] 'gecko lizard'
/o-qesiq/ [wabesik] 'he loves'
/o-qaliq/ [wabdlik] 'his side'
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/m-qataq/ [msbataq] 'it's wide'
/n-qohoq/ [na^ohoq] 'you're rich'
/sqaboq/ [ satsabuq] 'wompoo fruit dove
Allophone fcr!
The allophone [q] (voiceless uvular stop) occurs 
elsewhere (i.e. at word boundaries without adjacent /i/), as 
seen below:
/qbahaq/ [qebahaq] 'type of lizard'
/qsiaq/ [qasyaq] 'bark'
/qasanaq/ [qasdnaq] 'type of frog'
/qatoq/ [qdtoq] 'type of clam'
/qohoq/ [q6hoq] ’poison'
/amoq/ [dmoq] 'night'
/qais/ [q^ys] ' tongs'
/qe$eis/ [q<§3>eys] 'slanted'
/qemit/ [qemit] 'headband'
/qeois/ [qdwis] 'type of rattan'
/qehit/ [qdhit] 'type of fruit'
/qeid/ [qeyd] 'carrying bag'
/qein/ [qdyn] 'first'
The distribution of back stop allophones can be sum­
marized very informally in (110) where (%) indicates mirror 
image environment.
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(110) Back Stop Distribution
a) q --> k % l (Fronting)
b) k --> g / _ V (Voicing)
c) q — > B / V __ V (Voicing & Spirantization)
The above data indicate three processes operating on
the back stop: fronting, voicing and spirantization.
Fronting and voicing are both induced by proximity to a high 
front vowel. Spirantization und voicing occur together 
intervocalically when a high front vowel is not present. 
These processes can be stated more formally and economically 
as shown in the following rules:
(111) Voicing I: A back stop which occurs between voiced 
segments becomes voiced.
C — > [+voi] / [+voi] ___  [+voi]
[+back]
(112) Voicing II: A back stop followed by /i/ becomes 
voiced.
C — > [+voi] / ___  i
[+back]
(113) Fronting: A back stop adjacent to a high front 
vowel is fronted to velar position.
C — > [+high] % [+high] 
[+back] [-back]
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(114) Spirantization: A back non-high segment becomes 
fricative intervocalically.
C --> f+cont] / V __  V
[+back]
[-high]
Only two of the above rules are crucially ordered with 
respect to each other: Fronting bleeds Spirantization. 
Schwa Epenthesis during lexical syllabification feeds both 
Voicing I and Spirantization. Consider the following 
derivation:
















Surface Form ginik msiga qarik
qatetse
qatatse
'thorn1 'it's bad' ' yam' 'lizard
One cannot reorder Schwa Epenthesis and Voicing I since 
they occur in different domains - the lexical and post- 
lexical stages of the phonology. In the following 
derivation the crucial ordering between Fronting and 
Spirantization is reversed, and /m-siqa/ 'it: is bad' emerges 
with an incorrect surface form.
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(114) Spirantization: A back non-high segment becomes 
fricative intervocalically.
C — > f+cont] / V __  V
[+back]
[-high]
Only two of the above rules are crucially ordered with 
respect to each other: Fronting bleeds Spirantization. 
Schwa Epenthesis during lexical syllabification feeds both 
Voicing I and Spirantization. Consider the following 
derivation:














Surface Form ginik msiga qarik
qatase
qatatse
1 thorn 1 'it's bad' ' yam' 'lizard
One cannot reorder Schwa Epenthesis and Voicing I since 
they occur in different domains — the lexical and post- 
lexical stages of the phonology. In the following 
derivation the crucial ordering between Fronting and 
Spirantization is reversed, and /m-siqa/ 'it is bad' emerges 
with an incorrect surface form.
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*msiBa [rpsiga] 'it's bad'
Thus, Fronting must precede Spirantization.
Variant [?1
Although most adults adhere to the above processes, 
many of the younger generation of Haha village, as well as a 
few younger adults, use a glottal stop [?] instead of the 
non-fronted back stop allophones [q] and [b ], as shown:
Speaker: Older Younger
/qo/ [qo] [?o] 'here'
/qlen/ [qalen] [?elen] 'bird'
/q$ata/ [qa$dta] [?afata] 'sago grub'
/qtqe-m/ [qatsBdm] [?ata?dm] 'the gecko lizard
/qbalaq/ [qabdlaq] [?ebala?] 'thigh'
/n-hnaq/ [nahanaq] [nahand?] 'you give'
/n-qor6/ [noBoro] [no?or6] 'you stand’
/n-aqa/ [ndsa] [n^? a] 'you come'
/maqan/ [matsdn] [ma?an] 'dog'
If the back stop is fronted by adjacency to a front 
high segment, the usual velar allophones result, and there 
is no distinction between speaker group:
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Speaker: Older Younger
/qoriq/ [q6fik] [?6fik] ' pig'
/qiniq/ [ginik] [ginik] ' sago thorn'
/t-qit/ [tagit] [tagit] ' I scratch'
/m-aqi/ [mdgi] [magi] 'she died'
/m-siqa/ [rpsigal [rjisiga] 'it's bad'
/mongot/ [m6ngot] [mdngot] 'large prawn
Thus, for younger speakers, the following rule applies. The 
perception among adults, however, is that the process is 
becoming more deeply rooted among adolescents, and that a 
growing number of young adults do not speak "correctly."
(119) Glottal Stop: A back segment not adjacent to a high 
segment is reduced to glottal stop.
Other [g]
There still remain several words having an intervocalic 
velar stop [g] where the uvular fricative [bs] would be 
expected. It is interesting to note that these exceptions 
fit into a definite pattern. They only occur in two-syllable 
words where the first vowel is stressed and back and the 
second vowel is /o/ and word-final, as seen in (120).
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(120) /aqo/ [ago] 'up there'
/saqo/ [sago] 'upward' (se aqo = to up there)?
/naqo/ [nago] 'God' (na aqo = the one up there)?
/oqo/ [ogo] 'banana'
/soqo/ [sogo] 'type of snake'
/na oqo/ [na ogo] 'Serui person'
Where the back stop does not fit the unique and
restrictive environment above, it takes on the expected 
voiced fricative form:1
(121) /n-aqa/ [nasa] 'you come'
/titioqo/ [tityoso] 'coconut'
/m-$aqo/ [rpfaKo] 'it's damp'
/t-qoqo/ [tesdso] 'I ache'
/ sqo/ [sob6] 'over there'
5.1.2. Unreleased Stop
Stops in word-final position (/t,q/) are unreleased. 
Optionally, an unreleased stop may release onto a following 
vowel-initial word.
1There is one exception to the above pattern, seemingly 
contrasting [g] and [b ]:
/t-aqo sala/ [tdgo sala] 'I burn (garden)(ago sala = up fire)?






/m-iq a. . . / 
/ni i-eit o/ 
/m-hot a.../
(122) /m~iq ana/ [mik kana] 
[moleleaq qoli] 
[mik ka...]
[ni yeyt to] 
[mahot ta...]
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5.2. Optional/Idiolectal Palatal Influences 
5.2.1. Fricative Voicing
There are several processes in Imyan Tehit involving
the environment of / i / that are either optional or
idiolectal. One such process is the voicing of fricatives
that precede /i/,, as seen in (123):
(123) Pronunciation: A B
/n-e$iq/ [ne$ik] [neSik] 'you chop'
/m-e$it/ [md$it] [mdBit] 'she calls'
/sisi/ [sisi] [sizi] 'together'
/t~qesi/ [ tas<§si] [ tsB^zi] 'my aunt'
/o-asiq/2 * [wdysik] [wdyzik] 'he defecates'
As seen for [sizi] 'together', the process only occurs
word-medially. The rule for optional fricative voicing is
given below:
2The derivation of /o~asiq/ [wdysik] 'he defecates’
also involves optional Y Epenthesis.
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(126) /adiat/4 [aydyat] [ayjat] 'squash'
/qadid/ [qadyo] [qajo] 'everything'
/m-ididn/ [midyan] [mij an] 'it's heavy'
/t-diere/ [tadyefe] [taj efe] 'I meet'
/n~$idiaq/ [ pfidyaq] [pfijaq] 'you vomit‘
For the data in (125), a single rule is sufficient:
(127) Alveolar Spirantization: A word-medial voiced
alveolar stop [d], if followed by a high front segment 
/i/ or [y], may optionally become [j].
C — > [+cont] / X ___ V
Coronal [-anterior] [+high]
[-son] [+st.rident] [-back][+voi]
For the data in (126), however, an additional rule is 
required to apply after Alveolar Spirantization to delete 
the glide:
(128) Glide Deletion: A high front glide is deleted 
following [j].




4The derivation of /adidt/ [aydydt] ’squash’ also 
involves optional Y Epenthesis.
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5.2.3. Y Epenthesis
One of the most interesting optional processes involves 
the anticipation of a high front vowel or segment. 
Specifically, the high front segment in either the onset or 
the nucleus of a word-final syllable is copied back to form 
the coda of a penultimate open syllable. In column B of
(129) I show Y Epenthesis being triggered by a word-final 
nuclear [i] or [y], whereas in (130) the coda epenthesis is 
triggered by a word-final onset [y]:
(129) Y Epenthesis Triggered by Nuclear I or Y
Pronunciation: A B
/o-aqi/ [wagi] [waygi] 'he died'
/t-asi/ [tasi] [taysi] 'I go downstream'
/qoli/ [q61i] [q6y„li] 'forest spirit'
/todi/ [t6di] [toydi] 'lowland'
/t-asiq/ [tdsik] [tdysik] 'I defecate'
/m-qasiq/ [masdsik] [masaysik] 'she inserts'
/o-nalit/ [wandlit] [wanaylit] 'he signals'
/n-alin/ [ndlin] [ndylin] 'you go on ahead'
/asid/ [asya] t aysyd] 'type of clam'
/adiat/ [adydt] [aydyat] 1 squash'
Y Epenthesis Triggered by Onset Y
/n-sa.ie/ [psdye] r psayye] 'you carry at side
/m~oio/ [moyo] [mbyyo] 'she cooks'
/qaid/ [qaya] [qayyd] 'few'
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/aii/ [ ayi ] [ayyi3 'type of clam'
/baiaq/ tbayaq] [bayyaq] 'type of rattan
/naiar/ tnayar j [nayyar3 'type of hawk"
/qaien/ [qayCn] [qayyCn] 'rain'
Note that the final syllable glide [y] in (130) must be 
interpreted as an onset rather than the first segment of a 
branching nucleus, because the later position would violate 
the Obligatory Onset Condition. Y Epenthesis in /aii/ 
'type of clam' is triggered by either onset or nucleus.
An alternate analysis would posit an underlying y coda 
that optionally deletes when followed by a word final 
syllable containing a high front non-coda segment. The 
problem with this analysis is that there are no examples in 
Imyan Tehit of penultimate syllables with a [y] coda 
followed by word-final syllables which do not have a high 
front vowel nucleus (*qayda, *qaydo, *qayde, etc.). The 
systematic absence of y codas except in the environment 
described above argues for Y Epenthesis rather than Y 
Deletion.
There are a number of limitations placed on the 
anticipatory Y Epenthesis process. First, the process has 
only been observed to apply to penultimate syllables having 
back vowels /a,o/, as was seen in (129) and (130) above. It 
may be that the front vowels /i,e/ are also included in the 
process, but that the author could not phonetically 
distinguish [ey] from [e] or [iy] from Ci]. The non-
phonemic schwa, however, is definitely excluded from Y 
Epenthesis, as seen in (131), a fact that may argue against
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the supposed status of 






/m-§qi/ [rji$egi] *[mfeygi 3 it's "asleep'"
/o-tli/ [watali 3 0 he opens it1
/f si/ [§asi 3 0 type of vegetable!
/qrit/ [qafit 3 0 type of yam'
/qsiaq/ [qasyaqj 0 bark'
/sris/ [saris 3 0 mouse'
Second, Y 
syllables:
Epenthesis is blocked in penultimate closed
(132) /$oldi/ [$oldi 3 *[$oyldi3 brush overgrowth’
/t-ar$i/ [tar$i 3 0 I go upstream'
Third, the process has not been observed to cross a 
labial onset, as illustrated in (133):
(133) Y Epenthesis Blocked 
Pronunciation: A
by Labial Onsets 
B
/qabi/ [qabi 3 *[qaybi3 'area under house'
/$obi/ [$6b.i3 0 land'
/§abit/ [$abit3 0 bandage'
/t-abien/ [tabyin3 0 I puli'




/f-safit/ [$esa$it] 0 'we dance'
/t-qa§ien/ [tet;a$yin j 0 ' I carry'
/n-amiq/ [namik] 0 'your aunt'
/t-amin/ [ tarnm] 0 ' I spool-wrap
/qamii/ [qamyi] 0 'very'
/qaol/ [qawi] 0 'heel'
Fourth, Y Epenthesis does not occur if the high segment 
does not belong to the onset or nucleus of the ultimate 
syllable, as seen in (134) below. Since the word-final 
glides in the following examples are in the coda, Y 
Epenthesis does not apply. This distinction between 
prevocalic [y] and postvocalic [y] supports the analysis 
presented in this thesis. Prevocalic [y] and syllabic [ i ] 
may both occur in the syllable nucleus; postvocalic [y] is 
in the coda.
(134) Pronunciation: A B




'type of fern' 
'type of tree' 
'tear duct'
'I trade'
Fifth, the process is blocked if the penultimate vowel 
is /o/ and the word-final syllable is closed, as in (135), 
but :he process is operative if the word-final syllable is 




/qdoliq/ [qadolik] * [qedoylikJ 'cucumber'
/o-oqin/ [wogin] 0 'it's black1
/ronit/ [ronit] 0 ’cloth sieve1
/o$ir/ [6$if ] 0 'type of snail1
(136) /bosi/ [bosi] [boysij 'maybe'
/qoli/ [q61i] [qoyli] 'forest spirit'
/todi/ [todi] [toydi] 'lowland'
Finally, the process is not operative m
antepenultimate syllables, as shown in (137), because the 
trigger /i/ must occur in the word-final syllable onset or 
nucleus.
(137) Pronunciation: A B
/amisia/ [amisyd] *[ayrnisyd] 'echidna (anteater)
/t-alio6t/ [taliwet] 0 'younger sibling'
/ta<j>iqat / [ta$igat] 0 'pitohui (bird)’
/barinia/ [barinya] 0 'taboo sign'
/qadioro/ [qadydro] 0 'back side'
/qahilid/ [qahilya] 0 'last one'
/t-qoliooo/ [ tesolyovro 3 0 'I'm tired'
/t-sqadih6q/ [tseisadihoq] 0 'I speak'
In consideration of all the above data, I summarise
with the following rule for anticipatory Y Epenthesis:
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(138) Y Epenthesis: A non-coda high front segment in word- 
final syllable may assimilate back across a non-labial 
onset to form the coda of a penultimate open, syllable, 
except that the process is blocked for a penultimate 
nucleus /o/ if the word-final syllable is closed.
5.3. Vowel Allophones 
5.3.1. Allophone [t]
The dependence of Imyan Tehit vowel allophones on 
syllable structure is evidenced by the front vowels, which 
are subject to laxing in closed syllables with varying 
conditions. For example, the high front vowel /i/ becomes
lax [c 3 before tautosyllabic liquids, as seen in (139).
/o$ir/ [6$ir ] 'type of snail'
/o-amir/ [w-imir] 'he copulates'
/titir/ [titir] 'wall'
/i-sadir/ [isadir] 'they discuss'
/o-oqir/ [w6gir ] 'heron'
/qaqir/ [qdgir] 'palm heart'
/t-ehir/ [tdhtr] 'I cut (cross grain)
/$ir$iri/ [$if$iri] 'just now'
/t-adi.l/ [tddil] 'my tongue'
/tidil/ [tidil] 'outrigger peg'
This laxing process does not occur in open syllables,
as seen in (140 ).
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(140) /Irooe/ [ifowe] 'quiet'
/sirere/ [sirere] 'type of s'.hrimp'
/m-sirobo/ [rpsir obo] 'she's sleepy'
/isirian/ [isiryan] 'honeveater (bird.)'
/milie/ [mily£] 'rafter top'
/qahilia/ [qahilyd] 'last'
Neither does /i/ become lax before non-liquids, as seen
in (141) . Recall that although non-liquids are restricted
from coda position. word-medially, they can function as codas
word-finally:
(141) /o-amin/ [wdmin] 'he wraps it around'
/n-tadin/ [ptadin] 'you snore'
/bis/ [bis] 'type of tree'
/oelis/ [wdlis] 'day after tomorrow'
/m-tidis/ [matidis] 'it's stuck'
/m-$it/ [m$it] 'she stones it'
/danit/ [d£nit] 'handle (tool)'
/qalit/ [q^lit] 'tree house'
/toliq/ [tblik] 'three'
/m-diq/ [madik3 'she fills (container)'
/qariq/ [qdrik] 'type of snail'
The above data are accounted for by the following rule:
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It has already been shown that the front glide [y] is 
an allophone of /i/ in pre-vocalic or post-vocalic position. 
The central high vowel [i], also an allophone of /i./, only 
occurs in a branching or complex nucleus functioning as a 
glide between a labial onset and a back vowel, as seen in 
(146).





/m-mian/ [rp-roi&n] 'it's dark'
/t-aoia/ [tawid] 'my shadow'
/qaoiaq/ [ qaw-i dq ] ’until'
/biolo/ [bi61o] 'type of bamboo
/qabios/ [qabids] 'type of lizard
/tbio/ [tabid] 'fire starter'
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/m-$ion/ [rp̂ ion] 1 its seed '
/m-sa$ion/ [masa4ion] 'its branch crotch'
/qamiolo/ [qamiclo] 'long ago'
If, however, the glide is not preceded by a labial 
onset, the glide does not assimilate to the following vowel:
(144) /adiat/ [aydydt] ’squash’
/§-diolo/ [$adyolo] ’we (incl.) hunt’
/t-qosia/ [taisosya] 'I lift away’
/t-siolon/ [tsyolon] 'I pierce'
/miniaq/ [minyaq] 'fat'
/m-henio/ [mahenyo] 'she's pretty'
/qahilia/ [qahilya] 'last'
/o-qolioq/ [wasolydq] 'he hangs it up'
If the vowel following the glide is front, as in (145),
the glide remains front [y].
(145) /qrnpie/ [qempye] 'fish fence'
/biele/ [bydie] 'garden'
/t-sibiele/ [tsibyele] 'my back'
/t-bieis/ [tabyeys] ’I dig by hand'
/qati$ie/ [qati$yd] 'spit'
/qamii/ [qamyi] 'very'
The above data are accounted for by the following rule:
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(146) Glide Assimilation: Non-nuclear /i/ preceded by a
labial assimilates the feature [back] of the following 
vowel.
C V VI % % I
I • II * ILabial [+back]
5.3.3. Ailophone [e]
The non-high front *'owel /e/ becomes lax [e] in simple 
closed syllables of non-suffixed words, as shown in (147):
/t-qader/ [ tesadef 3 'I scream'
/n-eoer/ [n6wer] 'move!'
/erods/ [erwis] 'animal'
/ahe1/ [ahel] 'cuckoo dove'
/leoel/ Cldwel] ‘cassowary tree'
/qafel/ tqd$e1] 'mudhopper (fish)'
/nen/ [nen] ' you ’
/oesen/ [w<§sen] 'rainbow'
/o~hares/ [wahdf t: S ] 'he’s generous'
/m-hes/ tmahfis] 'she's shy'
/qma tes/ [qamd t£&3 * houseboat'
/bre$/ [bre4>] 'jaw harp'
/ngard$/ (ngar£$] * arrow'
/aoet/ [dwe t] ’cockatoo'
/bet/ (bet 3 ' mud'
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If, however, /e/ occurs before the suffix coda [m,w,y] 
which derotes third person referent number and gender, 
laxmg does not apply:
(148) /m-bahe-m/ [rnbahem] 'she orders her/it'
/t-4e-m/ [tavern] 'I own it (fern.)'
/t-fe-o/ [ta4ew] 1I own it (masc.)'
/biele-o/ [byelew] 'garden (masc.)'
/m-bahe-i/ Cmbahey] 'she orders them'
/t-$e-i/ [ta$ey] 'I own them1
Neither does /e/ taxing occur before the glide of a 
complex coda:
(149) /$-eit/ [$>eyt ] 'we eat'
/t-heit/ [teheyt] 'I stay'
/qreit/ [qereyt] 'type of sago palm'
/m-brieis/ [ rpbryeys ] 'it's upside down'
/qai>eis/ [qa$eys] 'boil'
/t-bieis/ [tabyeys] 'I dig by hand'
/o-hein/ [wahdyn] 'he carves'
/bialein/ (blaleyn] 'type of fern'
/t-qein/ (tandyn] 'I puli'
The fact that taxing does not occur before the high
glides |w,y] is not surpris m g  since these consonants carry
the advanced tongue root [+ATR] attribute of their
corresponding high vowels. The anomalous non-laxmg of /©/
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before heteromorphemic /m/, may indicate that the suffix is 
a clitic. The above data is accounted for by the following 
rule:
(150) Lax /e/: The non-high front vowel /e/ becomes lax 
before a tautosyllabic and tautomorphemic consonantal.
V —  > [-ATR] / ___ C ]a
[-high] [+cns]
[-back]
Two options exist for syllable-nuclear /e/ with back 
stop codas: either schwa epenthesis or laxing, as seen in
(151) .
(151) Pronunciation A B
/t-heq/ [tahdaq] [taheq] ’my tooth'
/m-treq/ [matafdaq] [matafeq] 'it's muddy'
/sdeq/ [saddaq] [sadeq] 'small'
/qleq/ [qaldaq] [qaleq] 'crack'
/m-qardq/ [maKar^aq] [matsaf dq] 'she’s stingy'
/m-qleq/ [masaldaq] [matsaldq] 'it's torn'
/o-qeseq/ [wasdseaq] [watsdseq] 'he peels it'
/m~$aleq/ £m$cileaq] [m$&leq] 'it's empty'
/m-eleq/ [mdleaq] [rad Icq] 'it's white'
/lemeq/ [Idmeaq] [Idmeq] ’pounding tool
The more common process is the epenthesis of schwa 
between the nucleus and coda, functioning as a phonetic 
glide assisting in the transition from front to back
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articulation. Of interest here, is that schwa epenthesis 
blocks the nucleus from laxing because it is no longer 
adjacent to the coda. In the absence of schwa epenthesis, 
laxing applies.
Transitional schwa epenthesis also occurs across word 
boundaries, as illustrated in (152).
(152) /t-rie qa/ [taryd aqa] 'I uproot taro'
/biele qo/ [bydle aq6] 'this garden'
/m -se qla/ [rpsda qald] 'to the water'
/§e qma-m/ [$da qamam] 'for the canoe'
/o-ase qat/ [wdse aqdt] 'he lives far away'
/ni hre qe/ [ni hard aqd] 'these things'
The rule for transitional schwa epenthesis. given in 
(153), is postlexical, operating in phrasal domain 
environments that may cross word boundaries.
(153) Transitional Schwa Epenthesis: A schwa may optionally 
epenthesize between a non-high front tense vowel and a 
following back stop.




In addition to /e/ taxing in closed syllables, the 
allophone [e] also occurs in open syllables before /r/, as 
seen in (154). in open syllables preceding /!/, however, 
laxmg does not apply. These facts are summarized by (155).
(154)
(15 5)
/eren/ [eren] 1 fish'
/mperit/ [rppef-it ] 'crowned pigeon'
/t-eres/ [teres] 'I open'
/deri/ [deri] 'just'
/o-bere/ [webere] 'he commands'
/n-siere/ [psyere] 1 cross over!1
/sieren/ [syeren] 'papaya'
/qdiere/ [qedyere] 'cliff'
/m-oere/ [mwe re] 'she turns off (path
/t~leli/ [teldli] 'I sit'
/n-elin/ [nelin] 'you (pi.) lead'
/biele/ [byele] 'garden'
/m-eleq/ [mdleq] 'it's white'
/n-selo/ [pselo] 'you throw'
/r/ Induced Lax /e/ - A non-high front vowel
preceding /r/ becomes lax.
V — > [-ATR] / ___  C ]o







I have shown that the lax high front vowel [l ] occurs 
in closed syllables with liquid codas /r/ and /l/. It also 
occurs m  closed syllables with coda /n/, provided it is 
preceded by a high front segment:
(156) /qaien/ [qayCnj ' r a m '
/tiien/ [tiycn] ’s t i c k '
/§ien/ [$yt n] 'together 1
/hrien/ [haryCn] 't h i n g s !
/dlien/ [dlyCn] 'i r o n w o o d '
/m-esien/ [mesyCn] 'it's e g g '
/n-sin/ tr.sin] 'you plan'
/ t--lin/ [talin] 'I skin (a n i m a l )'
/m-looin/ [melowin] 'it's shady'
/n-qomin/ [naBOmin] ' y o u ’re cold'
Here, the interpretation is not that the lax vowel is 
derived from / i / in direct laxing, but rather from /e/ 
through two processes — laxing and raising. First /e/ is 
laxed to [e] in the closed syllable. Then the vowel is 
raised to [l ] by anaphoric assimilation with a preceding 
high front segment, as given by (157):
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(157) Front Vowel Raising: A front vowel is raised if it 




x y c ]o
ii .. •
[+high]
The above raising rule necessarily follows laxing. If 
vowel raising came first, then laxing could not apply 
because the rule for laxing /i/ requires a liquid coda.
5.3.4. Allophone [u]
It has already been sihown that the back glide [w] is 
the non-nuclear allophone of /c/, as determined by the 
syllable structure. Unstressed /o/ can also exhibit an 
optional raised nuclear allophone /u/, but only in an 
extremely unique environment — in a closed syllable with a 
labial consonantal onset and back coda - as illustrated in
(158) .
(158) Pronunciation A B
a) /amoq/ [dmoq] [amuq] 'n i g h t '
/t-amoq/ [tamoq] [tdmuq] 'my uncle'
/qramoq/ [qsramoq] [qoramuq] 'y e s t e r d a y '
/sqaboq/ [saKaboq] [satsdbuq] 'fruit dove
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/seramoq/ [ seramoq] [seramuq] 'river name’
/m-ornoq/ [momoq] [momuq] 'it's ripe'
b) /saooq/ [sawoq] 0 ' tomorrow'
/ioooq/ [yowoq] 0 'leech'
c) /t-qodoq/ [tesodoq] 0 'I press in'
/t-sqasoq/ [tsasasoq] 0 'I lean'
/f-sioloq/ [$asyoloq] 0 'we (incl.) descend*
/i-qohoq/ [yaBOhoq] 0 'they're rich'
/o-altoroq/ [waltoroq] 0 'he cuts'
d) /m-so$ot/ [maso$ot] 0 'it restrains'
/n-qomot/ [nasomot] 0 'you help'
/t-hobor/ [tahobor] 0 1I wrap it1
e) /moq/ [moq] 0 'moon'
/§oq/ LiOq] 0 'type of banana'
/t-qomoq/ [ tatsomoq] 0 'I bake in coals'
/qrmoq/ [qaramoq] 0 1 moss 1
f ) /boqiet/ [bogyet] 0 'roof end'
/4>oqdr / [fobar 3 0 'race name'
/i~$oq6q/ [ya^osdq] 0 'they tie'
Back vowel raising does not occur if the preceding
labial is a glide [w] (158b), the preceding onset is non-
labial (158c), the coda is not back (158d), the syllable is
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stressed (158e), or the syllable is open (158f) . The rule 
for back vowel raising is given below:
(159) Back Vowel Raising: A nuclear /o/ in an unstressed 
closed syllable with labial consonantal onset and back 
coda may optionally be raised.




5.3.5. Degenerate Vowel Assimilation
The non-phonemic epenthesizea schwa [a] often takes on 
the qualities of the following vowel or glide. Before fw] 
(i.e. non-nuclear /o/) , it can surface as phonetic [u] , as 
seen in (160). Stressed [u] only occurs in words of non- 
Tehit origin, usually borrowings from Malay such as /tuwoq/ 
(from /tuwak/) 'palm wine', /jumat/ 'Friday', and /buku/ 
'book'.
(160) Pronunciation A B
/ n - o i t / [ n a w i t ] [ n u w i t ] 'you call'
/t - o e t / [t a w e t ] [tuwe t ] 'I am s m a l l '
/n-oien/ [nawyC n] [nuwyt n] 'you get'
/t - o a n / [tawan] [tuwan] 'I expel'
/n-oare/ [naware] [n u w i f e ] 'you wash'
/t-oaran/ [tawafan] [tuwaran] ’my collar bone'
/t~oere/ [t o w e r e ] [t u w e r e ] 'I. turn aside'
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’he’s good natured* 
'fruit bat'
Considering the data in (161), it is clear, however, 
that the phonemic vowel /o/ does not assimilate the 
qualities of a following [w] (non-nuclear /of ):
(161) /qooan/ [qowanj *[quwan] 'f r i e n d '
/tooon/ [towor] *[tuwon] 's t a r '
/ irooe/ [irowd] *[iruwd] 'q u i e t '
/qadooaq/ [qadowaq] *[qaduwaq] 't u b e r '
/$-OOct/ [$owa] *[$uwa] 'we (i n c l .) c r y '
/tooa/ [towdj *[tuwa] ' b e e '
/dooas/ [dowas] *[duwas] 'cane grass'
/t - q o o e r / [tasower] *'[tsBUWer] 'I move it aside'
/ o - t o o e i t / [ w e t o w e y t ] * [ w e t u w d y t ] 'it flashes'
/o-ooo/ [w-6wo] *[wuwo] 'it is round'
/ ioooq/ [yowoq] *[yuwoq] ’l e e c h '
/qooon/ [qowon] *[quwon] 'bamboo strip'
/m-looin/ [meldwin] *[meluwin] 'it's s h a d e '
The effects on schwa by a following front glide [y] or
vowel is clearly seen in (162a-e). Schwa can o p t i o n a l l y
take on the quality of a following n o n - c o n s o n a n t a l . It
appears, however, that a s s i m i l a t i o n  of the following vowel
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is not possible if an intervening consonant is not a 
continuant, as seen in (16 2 f ) .
(1 6 2 ) O p t i o n a l  ^ o n - c o n s o n a n t a l  A s s i m i l a t i o n  b y  S c h w a
a) / t - i a n / [t a y a n ] [t i y a n ] 'I r u b '
/ o - i a q a / [ w a y a s a ] [ w i y a L a] ' h e ' s  w i c k e d '
b) / o - s i r o b o / [ w a s i r b b o ] [ w i s i r o b o ] ' he's s l e e p y '
/ o - s i t o l o / [w a s i t o l o ] [w i s i t o l o ] ' h e ' s  t h i r s t y '
c ) / § - h e i t / [ $ a h e y t ] [ $ e h e y t ] 'w e  (i n c l .) w a
/ t - h e q / [t a h e a q ] [t e h e a q ] 'my t o o t h '
d) / m - $ a l e q / [ m a f a l e q ] [ m a $ a l e q ] 'its b a r k '
/ m - s a q / [ m a s a q ] [ m a s a q ] ' i t ' s  lost'
/ n - q a $ e / [ n a K a $ e ] [ n a B a $ e ] ' y o u  c a r r y '
/ n - q a n i / [n a s a y n i ] [ n a B a y n i ] ' y o u ’re s ick'
/ i - q a q / [ y a s a q ] [yatsaq] ' t h e y  d i g  up'
e ) / t - h a n o / [t a h a n o ] [ t a h a n o ] 'my y o u n g e r  si
/ t - q o d o i s / [t a B O d o y s ] [t O B o d o y s ] 'm y  b o n e '
/ n - q o r o / [n a B O r o ] [ n o B O r o ] 's t a n d ! '
/ m - h o q / [ m a h b q ] [ m o h o q ] 'w e  (e x c l .) ar
/ t - h o t / [t a h b t ] [t o h b t ] 'I s e e '
f ) / t - b a i t / [ t a b b y t ] * [ t a b a y t ] 'I p l a y '
/ m - r a n a / [ m a r a n a ] * [ m a f b n a ] 'she t e l l s '
/ m - t o / [ m a t 6 ] * [ m o t b ] 's h e  s a y s '
/ t - n o q / [t a n o q ? * [ t o n b q ] 'I k n o w '
/ t - b e r e / [t a b c f e ] * [ t o b c r e ] 'I o r d e r '
/ m - l e l i / [rnaleli ] * [ m e l b l i ] ‘s h e  s i t s '
/t-di/ [tedi] *[ tidi] ’I fall'
/o-lis/ [walls] *[wilis] 'he's tali'
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The above vowel assimilation data are accounted for by 
the following rule, assuming that only vowel features can 
spread to the degenerate syllable nucleus (V linked to 0):
(163) Optional Degenerate Vowel Assimilation: A degenerate 
syllable nucleus may optionally assimilate to the 




V ( C ) X* • • I• . I* • • I«Root
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